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Abstract 

Recent large-scale genome-wide association studies (GWAS) have identified 

common genetic variants that may contribute to the risk of different diseases. 

However, pinpointing the risk variants in noncoding regions and underlying 

biological mechanisms remains a major challenge. On the other hand, interpretation 

of noncoding disease variants, which comprise the vast majority of GWAS hits, 

remains a momentous challenge due to haplotype structure and our limited 

understanding of the mechanisms and physiological contexts of noncoding elements. 

Here, I propose two methodologies to unravel functional noncoding variants 

associated with amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) and autoimmune diseases. First, 

I constructed a convolutional neural network (CNN) model with a large-scale ALS 

GWAS meta-analysis dataset based on their epigenetic features. In addition, I 

combined the high-density genotyping and epigenomic data using a random forest 

model to discover the noncoding causal variants by focusing on autoimmune 

diseases. After filtering and prioritization of candidates, two new risk variants, 

rs2370964 and rs3093720, on chromosome 3 and 17 were fine-mapped, respectively, 

for ALS. Further analysis revealed that these polymorphisms were associated with 

the expression level of CX3CR1 and TNFAIP1. Furthermore, I reached to three single 

nucleotide polymorphisms (rs1800630, rs1799964 and rs4796793) in the upstream 

site of TNF and STAT3 genes, two frequent genes shared in several autoimmune 

diseases, and show how those variants affect on TNF and STAT3 expression levels. 

The proposed methodologies can be applied for other complex diseases, and my 

results may provide new insights for ALS, atopic dermatitis and inflammatory bowel 

disease pathogenesis, as well. 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 

 

One of the goals of genetic research is to understand the variants that 

influence a trait or disease.   However, most of the efforts on functional annotation 

of variants to date have focused on variants that directly affect coding sequences, 

such as missense and nonsense mutations, or those that affect transcript splicing 

signals [1]. The majority of genetic variants associated with complex traits lie in 

non-coding regions of the genome and far from the nearest protein-coding locus 

[2]. Moreover, many variants known as causal for complex diseases affect the 

regulation of genes rather than directly alter the gene and protein function. 

Genome-wide association studies (GWAS) is an existing and more reliable 

way to identify the associated noncoding variants to disease by performing a 

statistical test for each variant. GWAS detects the variants that occur more 

frequently in cases with a particular disease than in normal controls set and 

focuses on the single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) with higher significant 

level. In the context of association studies, the genetic variants that are responsible 

for the association signal at a locus are referred to as the “causal variants”. Causal 

variants have biological effect on the disease. However, the linkage disequilibrium 

(LD) [3] structure of the human genome has greatly benefited GWAS in 

interrogating only a subset of all variants to assay common variation across the 

genome, additional analysis are needed in order to determine the causal variants 

from variants that are merely correlated with those variants. In a continued effort 

to identify causal variants, several statistical fine-mapping studies were presented 

[4, 5]. The objective of the statistical component of fine-mapping is to minimize 
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the number of SNPs that need to be selected for follow-up studies while 

identifying the true causal SNPs. Most of statistical fine-mapping approaches 

perform an iterative procedure as follows: 1) after computing the association 

statistic of each SNP, the most strongly associated SNP is chosen as a causal SNP. 

Intuitively, if the region contains a single causal SNP, then the most significantly 

associated SNP is likely to be the causal SNP itself. But if the region contains 

multiple causal SNPs, and they are in LD, the association statistic at a causal SNP 

may get effects by the presence of the other causal SNPs that are in LD. To deal 

with these cases, at each iteration, these approaches re-compute the association 

statistic of the SNPs while conditioning on the presence of the causal SNPs which 

are identified in each iteration of the method. 2) Determining a threshold, if the 

statistic of the most strongly associated SNP exceeds the threshold, the SNP is 

chosen as a causal SNP, or otherwise the procedure terminates. The reason that 

the most statistical fine-mapping techniques were failed to pick the right causal 

SNPs is they assumed the GWAS peak SNPs are causal variants and this is not 

necessarily true especially when the LD becomes complicated. 

Recently, epigenetic mechanisms came to help GWAS as a window to 

explaining more about the pathogenesis of complex diseases and the functionality 

of individual SNPs as well. A variety of machine learning-based computational 

methods have been used, which named GWAVA [6] and CADD [7] as the two 

recently published methods integrating functional genomic datasets to predict the 

deleteriousness of noncoding variants. Ritchie et al. proposed a random forest 

model to discriminate non-coding variants likely to be functionally involved in 

disease from benign variants. They acquired a wide range of annotations for all 

‘regulatory mutations’ from the public release of the Human Gene Mutation 
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database (HGMD). Later, CADD developed based on linear support vector 

machine to integrative annotation built from more than 60 genomic features and 

score human single nucleotide variants and short insertion and deletions [7]. In 

addition, the gkm-SVM [8] and Trap [9] were proposed to identify causative 

variants from sequence data. Ghandi et al. introduced a gapped-kmer-SVM 

classifier (gkmSVM) to detect functional sequence elements in regulatory DNA 

which has been applied to interpret a wide range of genomic datasets. Furthermore, 

TRAP presented the transcript-inferred pathogenicity score, which uses sequence 

context alterations to reliably identify non-coding variation that causes disease. 

Recently, Lee et al. proposed a post-GWAS analysis method using a convolutional 

neural network (CNN) trained on epigenetic features to find functional rare 

noncoding risk variants [10]. 

In chapter 2, I propose a CNN model that trained on functional features of 

SNPs for fine-mapping. CNN was trained on the disease-association blocks 

including at most 30 SNPs and predict a prediction score for each SNP. It allows 

for the possibility of an arbitrary number of causal variants when performing fine-

mapping. A direct benefit of this approach is that it is able to detect the causal rare 

variants associated with the complex traits. I applied this approach to amyotrophic 

lateral sclerosis (ALS) and validated the final results using data from an eQTL 

study to identify new causal variants that affect gene expression at the locus. 

In the next chapter, considering sharing associated loci between autoimmune 

diseases [11], I developed a random forest model to train based on the shared 

epigenetic features of autoimmune diseases and predict a prediction score that 

shows the probability of causality of the variants. After validating my model, I 

defined the filtering pipeline to get the putative causal variants and genes. 
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Chapter 2. Functional fine-mapping of 

noncoding risk variants in ALS using CNN 

 

 

In this chapter as the first functional study on the ALS noncoding risk 

variants, I constructed a CNN model with a large-scale GWAS meta-analysis 

dataset to unravel functional noncoding variants associated with ALS based on 

their epigenetic features. ALS can be classified as a rare disease, but sometimes 

considered as a disease in the boundary, and is the most common motor neuron 

disease, which affects people of all races and ethnicities equally. 
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2.1 Genetics of Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis 

 

ALS, also known as Lou Gehrig's disease, is a late-onset neurodegenerative 

condition characterized by progressive wasting and weakness of limb, bulbar, and 

respiratory muscles, leading to death within 3 to 5 years from the onset of 

symptoms [12]. ALS is perceived as being rare but, annually approximately 6,000 

Americans die because of this disease [13]. Furthermore, the number of patients 

with ALS across the world will increase to 400,000 in 2040, predominantly due 

to the aging of the population [14]. Although in most ALS patients the cause of 

the disease is unknown, at present a genetic cause in about 70% of familial ALS 

(FALS) patients and 10% of sporadic ALS (SALS) patients is now known [15]. 

These features are indicative of an important genetic component in ALS etiology.  

Genetic variants, including SNPs and copy number variants, in the noncoding 

regions of the human genome can play an important role in human traits and 

complex diseases. So far, there is no functional study on the noncoding genetic 

variations but, recently, multiple GWAS and NGS studies have identified the 

common genetic variations that may contribute to the risk of ALS. These 

approaches each make assumptions about the underlying genetic architecture of 

disease and have identified several risk loci for ALS. Following is a summary of 

the current state of understanding of the genetics of ALS. 

Mutations in SOD1 were the first identified cause of ALS [16], contributing to 

~20% of FALS and ~2% of SALS. More recently, the pathogenic noncoding 

hexanucleotide repeat expansions in the C9orf72 gene were identified as the most 

common cause for ALS [17, 18]. Three genes were found in a haplotype block 

with strong association: MOBKL2B, IFNK and C9orf72. Except the chromosome 
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9p21 locus, most associated SNPs or genes show poor replication in different 

populations or even between ALS GWAS studies. A study of an independent 

sample of 1318 cases and 2371 controls identified TBK1 as a novel ALS risk gene 

[19]. Another whole exome sequencing study of ALS including 1022 cases and 

7315 controls identified NEK1 as a significant ALS gene [20]. The next GWAS 

study including 14,791 ALS patients and 26,898 healthy controls identified 

MOBP, SCFD1 and C21orf2 as three new associated risk loci to the previous 

reported SCFD1, UNC13A and SARM1 which all reached genome-wide 

significance [21]. Recently, Nicolas et al. genotyped and imputed variants from 

20,806 ALS cases and 59,804 control samples identified KIF5A as a novel gene 

associated with ALS [22]. On the other hand, recent genetic research has taken 

clinical heterogeneity into account. 

Finding each novel ALS gene provides insights about the disease and also 

more comprehensive understanding of the interacting pathways underlying motor 

neuron degeneration. So far three pathways have been revealed by known ALS 

genes that contribute to the development of this disease: (1) RNA metabolism 

(C9orf72, TDP-43, FUS, HNRNPA1, and MATR3), (2) protein homeostasis 

(UBQLN2, VCP, OPTN, and VAPB), and (3) cytoskeletal dynamics (PFN1, 

TUBA4A, and DCTN1) [23, 24]. Due to the decreased accessibility of multiple 

affected family members with unknown genetic etiology, researchers put more 

focus on the identification of ALS-associated genes with lower impact which 

provide valuable insight into ALS pathogenesis. 
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2.2 Methodology 

2.2.1 Overview of research methodology 

I used the genetic associations from large-scale GWAS meta-analysis data for 

ALS (Section 2.3.1). The research methodology in this study consists of three steps 

(Figure 1): (i) Define association blocks as follows. First, I discarded the SNPs with 

P > 5×10-4, then identified lead-SNPs which showed the strongest associations (the 

SNPs with the lowest p-value) and 1 Mb apart from each other. After that, I searched 

upstream and downstream regions flanking each lead SNP for the 30 most significant 

SNPs. Finally, I reached to 274 chromosomal association blocks carrying the lead 

SNPs and their non-overlapped neighboring SNPs. (ii) Annotate each SNP with 

functional features from four different categories (Section 2.2.2), DHS mapping data, 

histone modifications, target gene functions, and transcription factor binding sites 

(TFBS). (iii) Train the CNN model with uncertain labels (Section 2.2.3) on the 

extracted epigenetic feature map using a large number of hyperparameters and an 

autoencoder for pre-training. I split the input data to training, validation, and testing 

sets by chromosome. Chromosomes 1-10 were used as the training set, and 

chromosomes 11-14 were used as the testing set that was used to report final 

performance levels. The best hyperparameter set was selected using chromosomes 

15-22 as the validation set. In the end, I prioritized the SNPs with a prediction score 

> 0.5 as the potential causal SNP candidates. 
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Figure 1. Outline of functional fine-mapping of causal ALS disease variants. 
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2.2.2 Feature set construction 

Each SNP was annotated with 2,252 functional features from four different 

categories [9] including: 1) DNase I hypersensitive site mapping data in 349 

different samples covering 124 distinct cell types [25, 26], 2) 606 histone 

modification profiles in 127 human tissues or cell lines [26], 3) 301 pathways 

from the KEGG database [27] for function of target genes, and 4) transcription 

factor binding sites computed using FIMO [28] at the p-value threshold of 10-4 for 

996 transcription factors from TRANSFAC [29] and JASPAR [30] databases. 

I constructed a binary input matrix such as assigning 1 for each feature 

associated with the SNPs of interest and 0 otherwise. Because of dealing with the 

overfitting problem, the features that were not mapped to any SNPs in > 95% of 

the association blocks were excluded and the resulting number of surviving 

features was 726. Finally, I reached an input matrix of 274 association blocks 

including at most 30 SNPs in each block with 726 functional features for each 

SNP. 
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2.2.3 Model design and training 

CNN is a type of deep learning algorithms that is a powerful approach for 

learning complex patterns and was originally developed for handwritten digits 

recognition [31]. Nowadays, CNN can be considered as a reliable method for image 

analysis tasks [32]. The strength of CNNs is that they can learn progressively more 

abstract patterns, from low level features in the first few layers to representation of 

parts of the objects or the feature of the whole image in higher layers [33]. Recently, 

CNN has been applied in genomics especially for deciphering the complexity of 

noncoding DNA sequences. Xiong et al. took DNA sequences as input and applied a 

deep learning technique that scores how strongly genetic variants affect RNA 

splicing in human tissues [34]. CNN techniques have been also utilized to 

systematically learn the sequence motifs or regulatory patterns embedded in genomic 

regions recognized by DNA- or RNA-binding proteins [35] or in DNase I 

hypersensitive sites (DHSs) [36]. 

In real applications of machine learning problems, it is often the case that we 

cannot exactly obtain the true labels. In our problem, since we did not have a gold 

standard for labeling the association blocks, I modified the original CNN model used 

in [10] based on the uncertain labeling concept in classification problems [37-39]. 

The CNN model was constructed based on two convolution layers (Figure 2). The 

first layer applied a rectified linear unit (ReLU) and acts as a local feature extractor 

at the individual SNP level. We applied 50 one-dimensional filters with a length of 

726 (survived functional features) with a moving window of step size 1. In this way, 

50 types of pattern detectors were used for each SNP without considering the effect 

of neighboring SNPs. The consequence matrix corresponds to per-SNP scores 

measuring how well the features of each SNP match the patterns of the shared 
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weights. 

(1) 

(2) 

where Xmn is an input matrix of SNPs features with a size of MN (1  m  M, 1  n 

 N). 

In the second convolutional layer, only one tunable weight vector was used to 

linearly combine the 50 patterns for high-level feature scoring of each SNP and the 

sigmoid function scaled the results to the 0-1 range. Prediction scores close to 1 

indicate that certain common regulatory patterns are embedded in the features of the 

given SNPs. Finally, max-pooling was applied to find the per-block score of the SNP 

whose features best match the common patterns shared by different chromosomal 

blocks. More information can be found in [40]. 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

where Hkn is the composed matrix of hn
k, the output of the previous layer. 
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Figure 2. The structure of the CNN model. 
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In the original model, all the association blocks (true cases) which are assumed 

to carry at least one causal SNP and control blocks (false cases) which are 

constructed by shuffling the regulatory features of SNPs in the true cases were 

labeled 1 and 0 respectively. Because of the lack of any gold standard for labeling 

the causal association blocks, it is not fair to simply assign either association or 

control blocks labels. Therefore, I used an extra weight for each block labels which 

show the certainty about labeling based on meta-analysis p-value as follows: 

𝑊 = 

{
 
 

 
 
10         𝑖𝑓                       𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚 𝑜𝑓 𝑝 − 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑎 𝑏𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘 < 5𝑒 − 08

8           𝑖𝑓  5𝑒 − 08 < 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚 𝑜𝑓 𝑝 − 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑎 𝑏𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘 < 5𝑒 − 07
6           𝑖𝑓   5𝑒 − 07 < 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚 𝑜𝑓 𝑝 − 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑎 𝑏𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘 < 5𝑒 − 06
4          𝑖𝑓    5𝑒 − 06 < 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚 𝑜𝑓 𝑝 − 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑎 𝑏𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘 < 5𝑒 − 05
2         𝑖𝑓     5𝑒 − 05 < 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚 𝑜𝑓 𝑝 − 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑎 𝑏𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘 < 5𝑒 − 04
6                                                                          𝑓𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑒 𝑐𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑠                                

            (6) 

I generated false cases that are ten times the true cases. The loss function was 

composed of parameters (θ) which were updated by the standard backpropagation 

algorithm with momentum. I also trained the model parameters to minimize a loss 

function defined as follows [40]: 

𝐿𝑂𝑆𝑆 = 𝑁𝐿𝐿 + 𝜆1‖𝑤‖1 + 𝜆2‖𝑤‖2                                                                  (7) 

where NLL stands for the mean of negative log likelihood, and 𝜆1‖𝑤‖1 +

𝜆2‖𝑤‖2 represents the regularization term of the elastic net that is used to control 

overfitting. The NLL(θ) of the loss function is given as 

𝑁𝐿𝐿(𝜃) =  −
1

𝐵
∑ 𝑊𝑚(𝑌𝑚𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑓(𝜃)𝑚 + (1 − 𝑌𝑚)log (1 − 𝑓(𝜃)𝑚))𝐵
𝑚=1              (8) 

where f (θ)m is an output for the mth GWAS block in a mini-batch of size B (B = 

100). To allow the model to learn more robust features, we used the denoising 
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autoencoder to pre-train the filters. The stopping criteria and hyperparameters 

selection in this model can be found in Table 1. 

 

 

 

Table 1. Hyperparameters for CNN model. 

 

Hyperparameters Values 

pre-train learning rate [1.5,1.,0.5,0.1,0.05,0.01,0.005,0.001] 

Corruption level [0,0.1,0.2,0.3,…,0.9] 

Learning rate [1.5, 1., 0.5, 0.1, 0.05, 0.01, 0.005, 0.001] 

λ1 [0., 0.00001, 0.0001, 0.001, 0.01, 0.1, 1.] 

λ2 [0., 0.00001, 0.0001, 0.001, 0.01, 0.1, 1.] 

Momentum [0., 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5] 

Filter size (K) [50] 

Batch size (B) [100] 
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2.2.4 Feature importance analysis 

One of the major criticisms of CNN models is their being black boxes, since no 

satisfactory explanation of the weights learned by CNN has been used for the 

assessment of feature importance. In this study, this drawback was tackled by 

employing random forest (RF) as a supervised ensemble learning method that 

operates by constructing several randomized decision trees. RF was trained on the 

labeled SNPs as positive (prediction_score > 0.5) or negative (prediction_score < 

0.5) according to CNN results. 100 decision trees constituted the RF and 10 features 

were randomly sampled at each split. The Gini importance score was calculated to 

evaluate the relative importance of each feature. First, the response variable was 

randomly permutated 1,000 times, then feature importance from the permutated data 

was compared with the original importance levels. Finally, p-values were estimated 

as the number of cases where permutated feature importance exceeded real 

importance using the hypergeometric distribution. 

𝑃(𝑋 = 𝑘) =
(𝐾𝑘)(

𝑁−𝐾
𝑛−𝑘)

(𝑁𝑛)
                                                                                (9) 

Where N is the total number of features, K is the number of all significant 

features (p-value < 0.05), n and k are the number of features and the number of 

significant features in each category (Neural, Immune, Digestive and Circulatory) 

(Table 2). I did not consider repressive histone marks, H3K9me3 and H3K27me3, 

because they are not specifically mapped to individual SNPs. I implemented RF by 

using R packages, randomForest and rfPermute [41]. 
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Table 2. significant features in neural, immune, digestive and circulatory 

categories. 

 

 

 

 

 

Neural 

 

DHS fBrain, fSpinal_cord, HAc, HAh, HAsp, HBMEC, 

NHA, NPC 

Histone 

modification 

BRN.GANGEM.DR.NRSPHR , 

BRN.CRTX.DR.NRSPHR , BRN.HIPP.MID , 

BRN.SUB.NIG , BRN.ANT.CAUD , 

BRN.CING.GYR , BRN.INF.TMP , BRN.ANG.GYR , 

BRN.DL.PRFRNTL.CRTX , BRN.GRM.MTRX , 

BRN.FET.F , BRN.FET.M , BRN.NHA 

Target gene 

function 

Glutamatergic_synapse, GABAergic_synapse, 

Cholinergic_synapse, Dopaminergic_synapse, 

Serotonergic_synapse, Long-term_potentiation, Long-

term_depression, 

Retrograde_endocannabinoid_signaling, 

Synaptic_vesicle_cycle, 

Neurotrophin_signaling_pathway, Axon_guidance, 

Alzheimer,s_disease, Parkinson,s_disease, 

Amyotrophic_lateral_sclerosis_(ALS), 

Huntington,s_disease, Prion_diseases, 

Cocaine_addiction, Amphetamine_addiction, 

Morphine_addiction, Nicotine_addiction, Alcoholism, 

Neuroactive_ligand-receptor_interaction 

TFBS --- 

 

 

 

 

 

Immune 

 

 

 

 

 

DHS B_lymphocyte_CD19, B_lymphocyte_CD20_1, 

B_lymphocyte_CD20_2, CD14, CD34, CMK, 

GM06990, GM12864, GM12865, GM12878, HL60, 

Jurkat, K562, NB4, Th1_1, Th1_2, Th2_1, Th2_2, CD3, 

CD3_CordBlood, CD4, CD56, CD8, Th17 

Histone 

modification 

E062_BLD.PER.MONUC.PC , E034_BLD.CD3.PPC , 

E045_BLD.CD4.CD25I.CD127.TMEMPC , 

E033_BLD.CD3.CPC , 

E044_BLD.CD4.CD25.CD127M.TREGPC , 

BLD.CD4.CD25M.TPC , 

BLD.CD4.CD25M.CD45RA.NPC , 

BLD.CD4.CD25M.IL17M.PL.TPC , 

BLD.CD4.CD25M.IL17P.PL.TPC , 

BLD.CD4.CD25M.CD45RO.MPC , BLD.CD4.MPC , 

BLD.CD8.MPC , BLD.CD4.NPC , BLD.CD8.NPC , 

BLD.CD14.PC , BLD.CD19.CPC , BLD.CD34.PC , 

BLD.MOB.CD34.PC.M , BLD.MOB.CD34.PC.F , 

BLD.CD34.CC , BLD.CD19.PPC , BLD.CD56.PC , 

BLD.CD15.PC , BLD.DND41.CNCR , 

BLD.GM12878 , BLD.K562.CNCR , 

BLD.CD14.MONO 

Target gene 

function 

Hematopoietic cell lineage, Complement and 

coagulation cascades, Platelet activation, Toll-like 

receptor signaling pathway, Toll and Imd signaling 

pathway, NOD-like receptor signaling pathway, RIG-I-
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Immune 

like receptor signaling pathway, Cytosolic DNA-

sensing pathway, Natural killer cell mediated 

cytotoxicity, Antigen processing and presentation, T cell 

receptor signaling pathway, Th1 and Th2 cell 

differentiation, Th17 cell differentiation, IL-17 

signaling pathway, B cell receptor signaling pathway, Fc 

epsilon RI signaling pathway, Fc gamma R-mediated 

phagocytosis, Leukocyte transendothelial migration, 

Intestinal immune network for IgA production, 

Chemokine signaling pathway, Asthma, Systemic lupus 

erythematosus, Rheumatoid arthritis, Autoimmune 

thyroid disease, Inflammatory bowel disease (IBD), 

Allograft rejection, Graft-versus-host disease, Primary 

immunodeficiency 

TFBS --- 

 

 

 

Digestive 

DHS fIntestine_Lg, fIntestine_Sm, fStomach 

Histone 

modification 

GI.DUO.SM.MUS , GI.CLN.SM.MUS , 

GI.RECT.SM.MUS , GI.STMC.MUS , GI.STMC.FET , 

GI.S.INT.FET , GI.L.INT.FET , GI.S.INT , 

GI.CLN.SIG , GI.CLN.MUC , GI.RECT.MUC.29 , 

GI.RECT.MUC.31 , GI.STMC.MUC , GI.DUO.MUC , 

GI.ESO , GI.STMC.GAST 

Target gene 

function 

Salivary secretion, Gastric acid secretion, Pancreatic 

secretion, Bile secretion, Carbohydrate digestion and 

absorption, Protein digestion and absorption, Fat 

digestion and absorption, Vitamin digestion and 

absorption, Mineral absorption 

TFBS --- 

 

 

Circulatory 

DHS HCF, HCFaa, HCM, HGF, fHeart 

Histone 

modification 

HRT.FET , HRT.ATR.R , HRT.VENT.L , HRT.VNT.R , 

VAS.AOR 

Target gene 

function 

Cardiac muscle contraction, Adrenergic signaling in 

cardiomyocytes, Vascular smooth muscle contraction, 

Fluid shear stress and atherosclerosis, Hypertrophic 

cardiomyopathy (HCM), Hypertrophic cardiomyopathy 

(HCM), Arrhythmogenic right ventricular 

cardiomyopathy (ARVC), Dilated cardiomyopathy 

(DCM), Viral myocarditis 

TFBS --- 
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2.3 Results 

2.3.1 GWAS data 

For the first study, I used the genetic associations from a large-scale GWAS 

meta-analysis including 8,697,640 SNPs genotyped in 14,791 ALS patients and 

26,898 healthy controls from 41 cohorts organized in 27 platform- and country-

defined strata [21]. 

 

 

2.3.2 Biological characterization of noncoding risk variants 

The performance of our model was evaluated in terms of the AUC and F1 values 

(Figure 4). The validity of results was tested in different ways. First, considering the 

risk variants are expected to have a certain level of statistical association with ALS, 

the results show 91 variants with the strongest statistical association (i.e., lead SNP) 

in 240 chromosomal blocks with at least one positive call (Figure 5a). Moreover, a 

prominent role is expected for brain-related features when predicting causal variants 

associated with ALS. To test this, I employed the RF classifier to assess the 

contribution of each feature to the prediction processes. The neural features seemed 

to be more important in the model to characterize the ALS functional SNPs (Figure 

5b). On the other hand, noncoding causal variants may act through altering 

transcription factor binding. I used TF-contacting sequences identified by the 

nucleotide-resolution analysis of DHSs [42]. The fraction of sequences that were in 

physical contact with TFs was considerably higher for positive calls than negative 

calls (Figure 5c). TCF3 is reported as one of the candidate causal master regulators 

of neurodegeneration in an in-vitro model of ALS [43], and Figure 5d shows TCF3 
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matching is significantly enriched in the positive SNPs group. In addition, I applied 

one of the state-of-the-art computational methods to predict the functional noncoding 

variants, GWAVA [6]; the results showed higher GWAVA scores for positive than 

negative calls (Figure 5e). Finally, the SNP feature map annotation indicates a 

significant difference in neural-related feature annotation between positive and 

negative groups (Figure 6). 
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Figure 3. Model Performance on the test set (Block-wised). 

 

ROC curve, AUC and F1 measured on the test set for the proposed CNN model using 

the autoencoder pre-training process. 
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(a) 

 
 

(b)                                                     

 
 

(c)                           (d) 
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(e) 

 
 

 

Figure 4. Analyzing prediction outcomes. 

 

(a) Comparison of the prediction scores (red triangles on the left y-axis) and 

association statistics (blue circles on the right y-axis) for individual SNPs in one 

association block. (b) Fraction of SNPs with the prediction score > 0.5 (positive) and 

< 0.5 (negative) located within TF binding sequences in > 40 cell types. (c) 

Overrepresentation of feature categories in the set of the significant Gini features as 

tested using the binomial distribution. (d) TF enrichment analysis for positively 

predicted SNPs (prediction_score > 0.5) using SNP2TFBS [44]. (e) Box-plot for 

GWAVA scores of three training sets for positive (red) and negative (gray) SNP 

groups.
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Figure 5. SNP annotation neural related features for positive and negative groups. 

 

Fraction of SNPs with the prediction score > 0.5 (positive) and < 0.5 (negative) annotated in each individual epigenetic feature in neural tissues.
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2.3.3 Filtering and prioritizing of risk variants and genes 

In the results, 1326 SNPs were predicted as putatively causal variants for ALS.  

In the process of interpreting the results in the search for causal SNPs, especially 

within noncoding regions, ruling-out false positives is of utmost priority. For this 

purpose, I defined a filtering pipeline (Figure 7) to reach a list of the more probable 

causal SNPs and genes (Appendix 1). Since the closest gene is typically not the target 

of transcriptional regulatory elements [45], I considered 3kb upstream of the 

transcription start site as a promoter site and LASSO transcriptional enhancers in 

brain cell lines [46] as an enhancer site for each gene for mapping a target gene to 

each SNP. In this pipeline, I validated our results by comparing to GWAS associated 

SNPs and genes. The 83 genes and 37 genes are specifically categorized as potential 

risk genes and GWAS associated genes, respectively. For the first biological 

validation, I compared the expression level in brain-related cell types of two gene 

groups using data from the GTEX project [47]. A greater expression difference 

between my potential causal genes and GWAS associated genes can be seen in the 

spinal cord and cerebellum (Figure 8a) which are two important tissues in ALS [48, 

49]. For the second validation, I used the KEGG pathway [27] terms belonging to 

related categories such as “nervous system”, and “neurodegenerative disease”. 

Figure 8b shows the enrichment of brain-related KEGG pathways for the proposed 

potential causal genes group. 
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Figure 6. Gene set filtering pipeline. 

 

Workflow to reach a list of the most probable causal SNPs and genes.  
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 
 

Figure 7. Characterization of selected positive (red) and negative (gray) SNPs 

group from the pipeline. 

 

(a) Expression Level in brain-related cell types. (b) Enrichment Score in the Brain-

related KEGG Pathway terms such as “nervous system” (“glutamatergic synapse”, 

“GABAergic synapse”, “cholinergic synapse”, “dopaminergic synapse”, 

“serotonergic synapse”, “long-term potentiation”, “long-term depression”, 

“retrograde endocannabinoid signaling”, “synaptic vesicle cycle”, and “neurotrophin 
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signaling pathway”), and “neurodegenerative disease” (“Alzheimer's disease”, 

“Parkinson's disease”, “amyotrophic lateral sclerosis”, “Huntington's disease”, and 

“prion diseases”). 
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2.3.4 Functional assessment of noncoding risk variants and genes 

associated with ALS 

Considering GWASs can only report large clusters of SNPs, or LD blocks, 

including not only causal variants but also many linked neutral SNPs, I wanted to 

look for variations more likely to be functional and genes neighboring GWAS tag-

SNPs. Therefore, I considered SNPs which shared an association block with at least 

one significant GWAS associated SNP (p-value < 5e-08). After mapping the target 

genes using promoter and enhancer sites, I compared the lists of genes associated 

with both groups of predicted causal SNPs and tag-SNPs (Table 5). As expected, 

some GWAS-associated genes were shared between both lists such as MOBP, 

C9orf72, SCFD1, SARM1, and UNC13A genes. 

 

 

Table 3. Causal and tag-SNP gene lists. 

Bolded are the previously known genes for ALS and in red are the proposed causal 

ALS genes. 

Causal SNPs 

related genes 

MOBP, CX3CR1, IFNK, C9orf72, MOB3B, SCFD1, TNFAIP1, 

SARM1, UNC13A 

Tag-SNPs 

related genes 

MOBP, IFNK, C9orf72, MOB3B, LOC101927815, TBK1, 

WASHC1, SCFD1, SARM1, SLC46A1, UNC13A, C21orf2 
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There is no GWAS tag-SNP associated with the CX3CR1 (chemokine (C-X3-C 

motif receptor 1) gene. Whereas, recently, it was reported that the V249I and T280M 

polymorphisms of the CX3CR1 gene are associated with the risk of ALS and modify 

phenotype in a large population-based series of ALS patients [50]. To explore the 

potential function of CX3CR1 in the brain, I explored CX3CR1 expression in 

different cell types of the central nervous system using the data from [51]. Figure 9 

also shows the CX3CR1 gene is highly expressed in microglia cells of human and 

mice brain [52]. Moreover, this gene has been proposed as a key mediator of neuron-

microglia interactions that is upregulated under inflammatory conditions [53, 54]. In 

the results, I first focused on the positively predicted SNP, rs2370964, in the enhancer 

site of the CX3CR1 gene. The association block close to the MOBP and CX3CR1 

genes is shown in Figure 10a, along with the SNPs feature map annotation plot. The 

variant with the strongest statistical association (chr3:39498005) was in the positive 

group, and the proposed SNP (chr3:39490061) annotated more in the neural-related 

features group as expected. According to the LD blocks shown in Figure 10b for the 

SNPs in the interest association block, rs2370964 with the allele frequency of 49% 

is in the strong LD (D’ = 1, r2 = 0.98) with GWAS tag-SNP (rs4676496) and is 

considered as a putative causal SNP for ALS. 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

 

 

Figure 8. Expression of Cx3CR1 in different cell types of human and mouse 

brain.  

CX3CR1 gene is highly expressed in microglia cells of (a) human and (b) mouse 

brain. FPKM: fragments per kilobase of transcript per million. 
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(a) 

 
(b) 
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Figure 9. Functional analysis of the association block sharing MOBP gene. 

 

(a) The top shows prediction scores for all SNPs in an association block harboring a 

known ALS gene, MOBP on chromosome 3. Red and green circles represent 

associated SNPs with prediction_score > 0.5, prediction_score < 0.5, respectively; 

wheel cross represents SNP in CX3CR1 gene enhancer site. In the middle is an 

individual SNP feature map for all 30 SNPs inside of the block. The Y-axis is the 

negative logarithm of p-value calculated based on a binomial test for multiple 

comparisons. The bottom is the CTCF binding site affinity for reference and 

alternative alleles. (b) Schematic locations of SNPs in the association block sharing 

MOBP gene along with LD blocks generated by Haploview. 
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The second focus in the results is the intron variant, chr17:26665768, which hits 

tumor necrosis factor-induced protein 1 (TNFAIP1) gene close to the SARM1 gene. 

The rs3093720 enriched more in immune and neural annotated features. While ALS 

is not primarily considered an autoimmune or immunodeficiency disease, mounting 

evidence suggests that immune/inflammatory abnormalities and non-neuronal cells 

play an important role in disease onset and progression [55]. Morello et al. 

distinguished the two SALS subtypes, SALS1 and SALS2, each being associated 

with differentially expressed genes and pathways, and showed that TNFAIP1 is a 

neuroinflammatory gene differentially expressed in SALS2 [55]. This gene was 

predominantly up-regulated in the transgenic Caenorhabditis elegans Alzheimer's 

disease (AZD) model and was also shown to have increased transcript levels in AZD 

brains [56]. Furthermore, a strong LD (D’ = 1, r2 = 0.56) among g. 26665768 C>A 

with an allele frequency of 21%, and g. 26719788 G>A was identified in the 

European population (Figure 11b). 
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(a) 

 
(b) 
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Figure 10. Functional analysis of the association block sharing SARM1 gene. 

 

(a) The top shows prediction scores for all SNPs in an association block harboring a 

known ALS gene, SARM1 on chromosome 17. Red and green circles represent 

associated SNPs with prediction_score > 0.5, prediction_score < 0.5, respectively; 

wheel cross represents SNP hit in the TNFAIP1 gene. In the middle is an individual 

SNP feature map for all 29 SNPs inside of the block. The Y-axis is the negative 

logarithm of p-value calculated based on a binomial test for multiple comparisons. 

The bottom is the CTCF binding site affinity for reference and alternative alleles. (b) 

Schematic locations of SNPs located close to SARM1 gene along with LD blocks 

generated by Haploview. 
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Considering the two identified SNPs are located in a non-coding region, it is 

likely that these variants exert their effects on ALS through affecting gene expression. 

In this study, I used expression quantitative trait loci (eQTL) which is one of the most 

prominent methods for the discovery of genetic variants that explain variation in 

gene expression levels. eQTL analysis on RNA sequencing data from 

lymphoblastoid cell lines of 465 individuals from the 1000 Genomes Project [57] 

shows the reference and risk allele, C, is responsible for the reduction of CX3CR1 

expression levels (Figure 12a). Deletion of CX3CR1 in a transgenic model of ALS 

mice was shown to exacerbate neuronal cell loss, suggesting that CX3CL1/CX3CR1 

signaling limits microglial toxicity in ALS [54]. On the other hand, Fig. 8b shows 

the TNFAIP1 expression level decrease by alternative allele, A, by the SNP of interest 

in lymphoblastoid cell lines. TNFAIP1 was originally identified as a gene whose 

expression can be induced by tumor necrosis factor alpha (TNFα) in umbilical vein 

endothelial cells [58]. Liu et al. demonstrated that TNFAIP1 can be induced by 

Aβ25–35, and overexpression of TNFAIP1 promotes Aβ25–35-induced 

neurotoxicity, whereas knock-down of TNFAIP1 blocks Aβ25–35-induced 

neurotoxicity [59]. These changes in gene transcription can result from changes in 

the TFBS motif. The rs2370964 polymorphism disrupts the binding sites for CTCF 

which is a DNA-binding protein that organizes nuclear chromatin topology. 

Mutations in CTCF cause intellectual disability and autistic features in humans, and 

McGill et al. found that CTCF depletion leads to overexpression of inflammation-

related genes and microglial dysfunction [60]. Moreover, Nagamoto-Combs et al. 

demonstrated that NFAT plays a role in regulating proinflammatory responses in 

cultured murine microglia, the resident immune cells of the central nervous system 

[61]. According to the results, this SNP also creates a new TFBS for the NFATc1 
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isoform. In the case of rs3093720, this SNP mostly annotated in immune and neural 

features groups, and effects the binding site of NR3C1 (Figure 11a), a glucocorticoid 

receptor associated with elevated stress signaling in neurodegeneration [62]. 
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(a)                                                        (b) 

 
 

Figure 11. The eQTL analysis on lymphoblastoid cell lines. 

 

(a) The eQTL analysis for rs2370964 on CX3CR1 gene. (b) The eQTL analysis for 

rs3093720 on TNFAIP1 gene. Red is the risk-allele. RPKM: reads per kilobase per 

million. 
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2.4 Discussion 

Recent large-scale GWAS have identified multiple risk variants that show 

strong association with ALS. But, some of the rare variants might be missed in 

GWAS, fine- mapping and imputation statistical procedures [63]. Rare variants with 

greater effect sizes might confer highly deleterious effects on development or 

progression of ALS [64, 65], and thus, it is crucial to include them in the subsequent 

post-GWAS analysis. A number of methods have been developed for inferring 

noncoding risk variants using different functional data and computational 

methodologies. To our knowledge, the methodology proposed by Lee et al. is the 

most accurate and recent post-GWAS model for finding noncoding rare risk variants 

[40], although we developed the CNN model by considering the concept with lack 

of a gold standard for labeling the association blocks. For the first time, I propose 

the CNN model with uncertain class labels, and applied them in an attempt to predict 

noncoding risk variants on the basis of their functional features. Of importance, our 

functional prediction method was able to single out one statistically indistinguishable 

variant from the GWAS variants (Fig. 5a). However, it may be possible that some 

false-positive variants are included, and a filtering pipeline was added to reach 

candidates functional risk SNPs for ALS. Our method led to a discovery of two 

putative ALS genes, CX3CR1 and TNFAIP1, and corresponding noncoding SNPs. 

Several criteria need to be met for an SNP to be considered a causal variant in 

a disease such as ALS. Notably, the SNP should have an impact, probably small, on 

molecular or cellular systems of neural and/or related cells and/or tissue(s). It can 

also be the case that an SNP localized in a noncoding region is likely to affect the 

expression of one or several genes through different molecular mechanisms [66]. 

The eQTL analysis showed SNPs rs2370964 and rs3093720 may confer the risk of 
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ALS through affecting CX3CR1 and TNFAIP1 expression (Fig. 12). These changes 

in gene transcription can result from changes in the TFBS motifs. 

Both rs2370964 and rs3093720 are in the strong LD with GWAS tag-SNPs, and 

it provided additional evidence that supports rs2523593 being an SNP that confers a 

prominent risk for ALS. Our integrative analysis and gene expression results provide 

convergent lines of evidence that support the potential involvement of CX3CR1 and 

TNFAIP1 in ALS. 

In this study, we get closer to clearly defining the causal variants and confidently 

declaring the genes as those implicated as causal variants in ALS; however, more 

work is needed to investigate the exact role of the proposed genes in the pathogenesis 

of ALS. Finally, further experimental strategies are necessary in order to effectively 

detect the potentially minuscule impact of two functional SNPs on putative risk 

genes. 
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Chapter 3. Functional annotation of 

noncoding causal variants in autoimmune 

diseases  

 

 

In this chapter, I developed an RF model that trained based on the shared 

epigenetic features of noncoding pathogenic variants for 21 autoimmune diseases 

and identify the putative list of causal noncoding variants for atopic dermatitis (AD) 

and inflammatory bowel disease (IBD). 
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3.1 Genetics of Autoimmune diseases 

An autoimmune disease is a condition in which the immune system mistakenly 

attacks the body. Autoimmune diseases include approximately 80 different disorders 

affecting ~3–5% of the population [67, 68]. Many of these diseases are classified 

according to what organs and tissues are targeted by the damaging immune response. 

There is an autoimmune disease specific for nearly every organ in the body. Among 

those, atopic dermatitis also known as eczema is one of the most common skin 

diseases, is believed to result from a disturbed skin barrier as well as aberrant 

immune reactions [69]. Moreover, IBD is another popular autoimmune disease 

which may be due to an inappropriate inflammatory response to the intestinal flora 

in genetically susceptible individuals [70]. 

However, autoimmune disease is controlled by host genes and the environment,  

family and twin studies have suggested that genetics contributes significantly to 

autoimmunity [71]. Approximately 90% of susceptible variants reside in the 

noncoding region, and GWAS has been used as a standard approach to identify the 

susceptibility genes and genetic risk factors for complex traits in the past decade. 

Since 2013, multi-ethnic meta-analysis of GWAS has been performed for some 

autoimmune diseases such as AD [72], IBD [73], rheumatoid arthritis [74], and 

multiple sclerosis [75], where over 100 loci were identified for individual 

autoimmune diseases. GWASs for autoimmune diseases have identified many risk 

loci and have provided insights into the etiology of each disease. Some of these loci, 

such as PTPN22, IL23R and STAT4, are shared among different autoimmune diseases. 

Paternoster et al. identified ten new risk loci, bringing the total number of known 

atopic dermatitis risk loci to 31 using GWAS study [72]. They indicated that seven 

of the 21 established loci for asthma, seven of the ten loci for allergic 
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sensitization and six of 14 loci for self-reported allergy showed association with AD. 

Moreover, Liu et al. mentioned that Twenty-five of the 38 newly associated loci in 

their GWAS meta-analysis on IBD overlapped with loci previously reported for other 

traits, including immune-mediated diseases. They identified 38 risk loci, increasing 

the number of known IBD risk loci to 200 [73]. 

It is noteworthy that autoimmune diseases do not have the same epidemiology, 

pathology, or symptoms but do have a common origin that can be explained by the 

sharing of immunogenetic mechanisms [72]. This highlighted a large cluster of 

immune-mediated diseases forming a complex network of shared genetic loci; on 

average, 69% of the associated loci for each disease were shared with other 

autoimmune diseases, although no two diseases shared more than 38% of their loci 

[11]. On the other hand, GWAS tend to nominate large clusters of SNPs in LD, 

including not only causal variants but also many linked neutral SNPs. Furthermore, 

fine-mapping of rare variants with low minor allele frequencies is another limitation 

of statistical approaches. 
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3.2 Methodology 

3.2.1 Research flowchart 

Human Gene Mutation database (HGMD) [76] constitutes a comprehensive 

collection of published gene/disease-oriented repository of heritable mutations 

causing human genetic disease. Moreover, ClinVar [77] is an archive of reports of 

relationships among medically important variants and phenotypes. In this study, for 

the disease-implicated set, I extracted all SNPs annotated as ‘regulatory variants’ 

from HGMD and pathogenic variants from ClinVar associated with 21 autoimmune 

diseases [11] (Table 3). Then, the coding variants were excluded from the list and 

finally reached 140 noncoding causal variants. Next, for each SNP, we compiled 

2,026 functional features including DHS mapping data, histone modification profiles, 

target genes, and transcription factor binding sites (Section 2.2.2). I excluded the 

features that were not mapped to > 90% of the variants to avoid overfitting and 

finally reached 286 features. The control set which I constructed was a random 

selection of SNPs from across the noncoding regions of the genome (Section 3.2.2). 

Then, I used an RF algorithm [78] to build a classifier using all available annotations 

to discriminate between the disease variants and variants from a control set. My 

model learned the existing epigenetic patterns in the autoimmune causal SNPs and 

is able to distinguish pathogenic SNPs from non-pathogenic SNPs. The research 

flowchart in this study can be seen in Figure 3. 
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Figure 12. Research Flowchart. 
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3.2.2 Construction of disease and control variant sets 

I selected all the SNPs associated with 21 autoimmune diseases (Table 3) in 

Human Gene Mutation Database (HGMD® Professional 2018.2) that satisfied the 

following two criteria as the disease-implicated set: (1) SNPs have the annotation of 

“DP” (disease-associated polymorphism), “DFP” (disease-associated polymorphism 

with additional supporting functional evidence) or “DM” (disease causing mutation) 

in HGMD; (2) SNPs were located in the noncoding region. All the noncoding 

pathogenic variants from ClinVar were also included. In total, I get to 140 noncoding 

pathogenic variants as the positive set. The control set which I constructed was a 

random selection of 140×5 SNPs from across the noncoding regions of the proved 

AD and IBD causal genes (Table 4). Then, I extract the same feature map (DHS, 

histone modification, target gene function, and TFBS) as mentioned in Section 2.2.2 

for each SNP in positive and negative sets. 

Considering GWAS associations, I discarded SNPs with P > 5x10-4 as the non-

association SNPs to get to 14,523 and 48,591 higher probable risk variants for AD 

and IBD, respectively. Then, the exactly same 286 features as training features set 

were extracted and applied the previously trained RF model on the AD and IBD 

GWAS associated SNPs to reach putative causal SNPs. As a result, 30 and 402 SNPs 

have prediction_score > 0.5 and classified in the positive group for AD and IBD, 

respectively. 
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Table 4. List of 21 Autoimmune diseases. 

 

Disease Name 

Asthma 

Atopic_dermatitis 

Allergy 

Primary_sclerosing_cholangitis 

Alopecia_areata 

Juvenile_idiopathic_arthritis 

Systemic_sclerosis 

Vitiligo 

Type_1_diabetes 

Autoimmune_thyroiditis 

Rheumatoid_arthritis 

Multiple_sclerosis 

Celiac_disease 

Primary_biliary_cirrhosis 

Systemic_lupus_erythematosus 

Kawasaki_disease 

Behcets_disease 

Psoriasis 

Ankylosing_spondylitis 

Crohns_disease 

Ulcerative_colitis 
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Table 5. List of proved causal genes for AD and IBD. 

Disease Gene Name 

 

 

Atopic 

dermatitis 

causal genes 

FLG, IL4, CCL17, TSLP, IL12B, IL5, IL31, MS4A2, CCL22, 

RNASE3, SPINK5, IFNG, CCL11, GATA3, IL10, FCER2, 

DEFB4A, PTGDR2, CCL27, CCL18, CAMP, TMEM79, LOR, 

TNF, IL18, CMA1, IL17A, IL2, CCL5, KLK7, PDE4A, IL4R, 

CXCL8, IL16, CCR3, STAT6, HRH4, PHF11, EPX, 

DEFB103B, SELE, S100A7, ICAM1, CCR4, IGHE, HRH1, 

CCL20, STAT3, TLR2, NGF, TLR9, VIP, CSN1S1, IVL, 

IL2RA, CSF2, PSIP1, TGM3, CCL2, TRPV1, CD40, CXCR3 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Inflammatory 

bowel disease 

causal genes 

 

NOD2, IL23R, ATG16L1, IL10, ABCB1, TNF, IL10RA, 

IL10RB, IRGM, IL1B, IL17A, NOD1, TLR4, IL6, IFNG, IL4, 

TLR2, IL22, IL13, IL2RA, IL23A, IL18, FOXP3, TLR5, IL21, 

S100A9, ITGA4, IL18RAP, MPO, STAT4, TPMT, STAT1, 

IL21R, STAT6, MADCAM1, CXCL8, CRP, IL2, HLA-B, ITPA, 

SLC22A4, LACC1, IL17R, TGFB1, TBX21, TNFSF15, IL26, 

MST1, IL5, IL12B, NOX1, DUOX2, BTNL2, INAVA, NFKB1, 

HLA-DRB1, IRF5, HLA-DQB1, DEFA5, TTC7A, SLC22A5, 

AGR2, IL1A, RORC, ICAM1, CCL11, MYO9B, IL11, MLKL, 

KIF21B, NPSR1, IL18R1, BPI, SMAD3, CHGA, CCL20, 

RELA, JUN, PTGS2, SMAD2, CLDN2, NOS2, PRTN3, 

IL1RN, IGSF6, IL4R, IL1R1, HLA-DRA, TLR9, S100A12, 

HLA-DQA1, PPARG, NR1I2, TFF2, CXCL10, S100A8, 

TNFRSF1B, IL12RB2, IFNGR2, CTSG, MUC2, TNFRSF1A, 

ITGAE, CTLA4, CHI3L1, TJP1, SLC15A1, DEFB4A, CCL2, 

EBI3, CXCL1, SLC11A1, TACR1, PTPN22, AREG, ALOX5, 

REG3A, HSPA1L, VCAM1, FGF7, TAC1, NR3C1, MAPK14, 

ELANE, MMP3, SLC9A3, VIP, SELE, VDR, SELP, AGT, 

MUC3A, CXCL5, IL15, SELL, LRBA, TFF1, MMP1, XBP1, 

MIF, EPX, DEFB1, CCL5, IL6R, F2RL1, CD40, LCN2, RETN, 

HLA-DPA1, IL12A, IFNGR1, SMAD7, LTF, DLG5, CASP1, 

IL16, PTGS1, LTA, CCR5, ALB, ITGAL, TRPV1, BGLAP 
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3.2.3 Model design and training 

RF is a supervised machine learning method that operates by combining 

randomized decision trees. RFs are a robust and widely used approach to 

classification that can deal with binary features, and also robust to the presence of 

features that are not predictive. The RF approach also has the advantage that it 

allowed us to compute the relative importance of each feature from the trained model. 

I experimented with different numbers of decision trees in the forest and found that 

performance seemed to saturate around 50 trees with the max_depth = 10 (i.e. 

maximum number of levels in each decision tree) to control the size of the trees and 

avoid overfitting problem. We applied stratified ten-fold cross-validation to train RF 

such that each fold contains approximately the same percentage of samples of each 

target class as the complete set. RF also considered the mean of the area under the 

receiver operator characteristic curve (AUC) value of the test set in each fold as the 

main measure of classifier performance. The mean AUC value for discriminating 

pathogenic variants in this dataset was 0.91. In training RF, the relative importance 

of each feature was estimated based on the Gini importance score, the greater 

decrease of which indicates the higher importance of the feature. I considered 10% 

of top-ranked features as the important features (Table 6). All program codes were 

written in the Python language, using a random forest implementation from the 

Scikit-learn library [79]. 
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Table 6. The list of features that get more importance in training the RF model. 

Bold are immune related features. 

 

Feature Name Mean Decrease Gini 

E034.H3K4me3 8.035627112 

E045.H3K27ac 7.801977056 

Proteoglycans_in_cancer 5.291007755 

HTLV.I_infection 5.234778177 

Autoimmune_thyroid_disease 4.915963238 

Pertussis 4.810861326 

E079.H3K27ac 3.679256796 

E121.H3K27ac 3.413886837 

E030.H3K4me1 3.281951001 

E096.H3K4me1 3.083413928 

E063.H3K27ac 2.64943149 

Rap1_signaling_pathway 2.608050545 

E108.H3K4me1 2.523759613 

Tuberculosis 2.3212558 

BE2_C 2.296187579 

E129.H3K27ac 2.271723481 

E078.H3K27ac 2.243542408 

Hypertrophic_cardiomyopathy_.HCM. 2.239376918 

E042.H3K4me3 2.169401383 

E112.H3K4me1 2.076306849 

E076.H3K4me1 2.047098089 

Jak.STAT_signaling_pathway 1.993094172 

E014.H3K4me1 1.954761221 

E037.H3K27ac 1.783785068 

E089.H3K27ac 1.774924099 

Cytokine.cytokine_receptor_interaction 1.74443833 

E038.H3K4me3 1.714049456 

E093.H3K27ac 1.654195051 

Chemokine_signaling_pathway 1.552560343 
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3.3 Results 

3.3.1 GWAS data 

For this study, I used a meta-analysis of >15 million genetic variants in 21,399 

cases with AD and 95,464 controls from populations of European, African, Japanese, 

and Latino ancestry, followed by replication in 32,059 cases and 228,628 controls 

[72]. Moreover, as an application to IBD, the GWAS meta-analysis data from 96,486 

individuals were used from European, East Asian, Indian and Iranian descent [73]. 

 

 

3.3.2 Biological validation of prediction results 

I sought to test the validity of my method in different ways. First, a prominent 

role is expected for immune-related features when predicting causal variants 

associated with autoimmune diseases. To test this, I considered the top 20% of the 

features with higher Gini values as relevant features and observed that immune 

features exerted significantly higher discriminative power than neural, digestive or 

circulatory features (Figure 13B). Second, noncoding causal variants may act 

through altering transcription factor binding. I used TF-contacting sequences 

identified by the nucleotide-resolution analysis of DHSs [42] obtained from 

(http://hgdownload.cse.ucsc.edu/goldenPath/hg19/encodeDCC/wgEncodeUwDgf/fi

les.txt). Results show the fraction of sequences that were in physical contact with 

TFs was considerably higher for positive calls than negative calls in both groups of 

AD and IBD (Figure 13C). Finally, I applied GWAVA [6] as one of the state-of-the-

art computational methods to predict the functionality of AD and IBD variants. The 
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results showed higher GWAVA scores of positive than negative calls for both AD and 

IBD (Figure 13D). 
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Figure 13. Characterization of prediction outcomes for Autoimmune Diseases. 

 

(A) Mean ROC curve for a tenfold cross-validation experiment. The dashed red line 

indicates a random chance. (B) Overrepresentation of feature categories in the set of 

the significant Gini features as tested using the hypergeometric distribution. (C) 

Fraction of SNPs with the prediction score > 0.5 (positive) and < 0.5 (negative) 

located within TF binding sequences in > 40 cell types. (D) Box-plot for GWAVA 

scores of AD (left) and IBD (right) for positive (red) and negative (gray) SNP groups. 
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3.3.3 Filtering pipeline 

For the purpose of ruling-out false positives, a filtering pipeline, shown in 

Figure 14, was determined to get to the more probable candidates to be considered 

as causal for AD and IBD among positively predicted SNPs. In the first step, the 

SNPs with prediction_score > 0.5 was assigned as the positive group, then I mapped 

the target genes for each SNP in the positive group. To map a target gene, I 

considered the promoter and enhancer sites as explained in Section 2.3.3. Finally, I 

shared the 5 and 14 AD and IBD genes with previously proved AD and IBD causal 

gene lists excluding the GWAS associated genes (Table 7, 8). Results indicate 3 

genes for AD and 3 genes for IBD along with their putative causal noncoding SNPs 

(Table 9, 10). To perform more functional analysis on the results, we focused on TNF 

and STAT3 genes as the two frequent affected genes shared between some 

autoimmune diseases (Figure 15) [80]. However, no GWAS associated SNP to TNF 

and STAT3 in AD, and no GWAS associated SNP to TNF in IBD was able to pass the 

threshold (p-value < 5e-08), the model could find some functional SNPs associated 

with those (Table 10). 
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Figure 14. Filtering pipeline for atopic dermatitis (left) and inflammatory bowel 

disease (right). 
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Table 7. The list of AD predicted causal SNPs. 

rsID Chromosome Position 

(GRCh37) 

GWAS_pvalue Gene Prediction_score 

rs8069645 chr17 40494902 8.62E-06 STAT3 0.541606092 

rs6503696 chr17 40499804 8.40E-06 STAT3 0.575145299 

rs4103200 chr17 40507065 9.04E-06 STAT3 0.502322255 

rs3785898 chr17 40515120 2.26E-05 STAT3 0.564017857 

rs3736164 chr17 40539825 1.16E-05 STAT3 0.57 

rs4796793 chr17 40542210 2.57E-06 STAT3 0.604541667 

rs1800630 chr6 31542476 3.82E-04 TNF 0.576782051 

rs2168803 chr4 103428615 2.73E-04 NFKB1 0.507400249 

rs1585214 chr4 103444533 3.62E-04 NFKB1 0.664494188 
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Table 8. The list of IBD predicted causal SNPs. 

rsID Chromosome Position 

(GRCh37) 

GWAS_pvalue Gene Prediction_score 

rs1799964 chr6 31542308 6.07E-06 TNF 0.719489801 

rs1800630 chr6 31542476 7.50E-06 TNF 0.576782051 

rs1799724 chr6 31542482 1.31E-04 TNF 0.576782051 

rs3213120 chr5 158743108 1.35E-04 IL12B 0.572535827 

rs2195940 chr5 158744352 2.28E-05 IL12B 0.571506017 

rs2853696 chr5 158744660 2.99E-05 IL12B 0.551087759 

rs919766 chr5 158747564 1.57E-05 IL12B 0.621546912 

rs2569253 chr5 158750993 4.56E-04 IL12B 0.572627097 

rs1003199 chr5 158755566 1.07E-04 IL12B 0.558049607 

rs1433048 chr5 158755845 3.79E-07 IL12B 0.568194324 

rs2546893 chr5 158755960 1.17E-06 IL12B 0.575549607 

rs730690 chr5 158756166 3.86E-04 IL12B 0.565978361 

rs6873335 chr5 158756791 3.65E-04 IL12B 0.571506017 

rs6894567 chr5 158756968 3.56E-04 IL12B 0.572535827 

rs10052709 chr5 158760477 1.08E-06 IL12B 0.519791765 

rs3213119 chr5 158743788 1.31E-04 IL12B 0.538015092 

rs12722489 chr10 6102012 1.33E-04 IL2RA 0.608890083 
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Figure 15. Diseases associated with (A) TNF and (B) STAT3 genes. 

 
69 and 18 immune system diseases associated with (A) TNF, and (B) STAT3 genes respectively. Evidence data were obtained from the Open Targets platform.
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Table 9. Final candidate causal genes in AD and IBD. 

Parentheses show the number of predicted positive SNPs related to each gene. 

Atopic Dermatitis Inflammatory Bowel Disease 

TNF (1) TNF (3) 

STAT3 (6) IL12B (13) 

NFKB1 (2) IL2RA (1) 
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Table 10. List of predicted positive SNPs associated with TNF and STAT3 genes. 

 

Disease Gene SNP(s) 

Atopic 

Dermatitis 

TNF rs1800630 

STAT3 
rs8069645, rs6503696, rs4103200, rs3785898, 

rs3736164, rs4796793 

Inflammatory 

Bowel Disease 
TNF rs1799964, rs1800630, rs1799724 
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Several previous studies reported the relation of TNF and STAT3 genes to AD 

and IBD. Sumimoto et al. reported plasma TNF concentrations in atopic dermatitis 

were higher than those in healthy controls and showed more severe patients, the 

higher plasma TNF level [81]. Moreover, inflammatory bowel disease patients 

indicated higher amounts of TNF level than those in healthy controls [82]. On the 

other hand, recent studies showed the critical role of STAT3 in autoimmune diseases 

and contrast with the germline inactivating STAT3 mutations that result in hyper IgE 

syndrome [83]. Paternoster et al. reported STAT3 is related to the hyper-IgE 

syndrome and it might be a pathogenic gene for atopic dermatitis [72]. 

According to Table 9, rs1800630 and rs1799964 are two causal candidate SNPs 

on promoter region (-863 and -1031) of TNF gene for AD and IBD diseases, 

respectively. The risk allele (A) for rs1800630 has significantly higher promoter 

activity than the reference allele (C) [84]. El-Tahan et al. also reported that the -863A 

allele associated with upregulation of TNF gene [85]. In addition, this SNP is located 

in the NF-κB transcription factor binding site [86] which has a key role in mediating 

TNF gene expression (Figure 16). In the case of second proposed SNP, the reference 

allele is -1031T and the risk allele is -1031C. A recent study showed, in rs1799964 

polymorphism, homogeneous risk allele -1031C genotype had significantly higher 

TNF expression than homogeneous reference allele -1031T genotype [87]. Both 

rs1800630 and rs1799964 are more annotated in immune features (Figure 17). As 

can be seen from Table 11, both SNPs are annotated in 

“Autoimmune_thyroid_disease” (ATD) which is an immune feature and exist in the 

list of significant important features (Table 6). In this regard, Topal et al. concluded 

that ATDs are one of the components in the multiple autoimmune syndrome, which 

consists of three or more well-defined autoimmune conditions in the same patient 
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[88].  

 

 

 

 

Figure 16. MotifbreakR results for NF-κB motif changes. 

The position of the SNP within the motif is indicated with the red bounding box and alternate 

allele below, and as red text on the motif logo position. 
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A 

 

B 

 

Figure 17. SNPs annotation. Overrepresentation of feature categories in (A) 

rs1799964 and (B) rs1800630 as tested using the hypergeometric distribution. 
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Table 11. SNPs (rs1799964 and rs1800630) annotation on immune related 

features. 

 

NO. rs1799964 (-1031C) NO. rs1800630 (-863A) 

1 IBD_Allograft_rejection 1 Hematopoietic_cell_lineage 

2 Antigen_processing_and_presentation 2 Complement_and_coagulation_cascades 

3 Asthma 3 Toll-like_receptor_signaling_pathway 

4 Autoimmune_thyroid_disease 4 NOD-like_receptor_signaling_pathway 

5 Complement_and_coagulation_cascades 5 RIG-I-like_receptor_signaling_pathway 

6 Fc_epsilon_RI_signaling_pathway 6 Natural_killer_cell_mediated_cytotoxicity 

7 Graft-versus-host_disease 7 Antigen_processing_and_presentation 

8 Hematopoietic_cell_lineage 8 T_cell_receptor_signaling_pathway 

9 Inflammatory_bowel_disease_(IBD) 9 Fc_epsilon_RI_signaling_pathway 

10 Natural_killer_cell_mediated_cytotoxicity 10 Asthma 

11 NOD-like_receptor_signaling_pathway 11 Systemic_lupus_erythematosus 

12 Rheumatoid_arthritis 12 Rheumatoid_arthritis 

13 RIG-I-like_receptor_signaling_pathway 13 Autoimmune_thyroid_disease 

14 Systemic_lupus_erythematosus 14 Inflammatory_bowel_disease_(IBD) 

15 T_cell_receptor_signaling_pathway 15 Allograft_rejection 

16 Toll-like_receptor_signaling_pathway 16 Graft-versus-host_disease 

17 CD56 17 GM06990 

18 GM12864 18 GM12864 

19 GM12865 19 GM12865 

    20 GM12878 

    21 CD56 
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Regarding the STAT3 gene, Paternoster et al. assigned rs12951971 (P = 4.1 × 

10−8) as a significant GWAS associated SNP for atopic dermatitis disease [72]. 

Considering the point, many of the top-ranking variants from GWAS studies are 

unlikely to be causal and instead are likely to be in LD with the functional variant(s) 

[6], we found rs4796793 in the same LD with rs12951971 as a causal SNP candidate 

related to STAT3 gene. The proposed SNP located in the promoter region of STAT3, 

and the reference and risk alleles are C and G, respectively. In addition, Ito et al. 

revealed a significant correlation between STAT3 expression and rs4796793 [89], 

and concluded that C allele had a tendency for lower STAT3 expression. 

In summary, the risk alleles in both rs1800630 and rs1799964 increased the 

expression of TNF which is in the same direction as increasing the expression level 

of TNF to cause of disease in AD and IBD patients. This shows the strong evidence 

about the causality of the proposed SNPs for AD and IBD. In addition, rs4796793 

can be considered as a functional SNP which has an effect on the expression of 

STAT3 as a probable pathogenic gene for the AD. 
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3.4 Discussion 

 

We represented the first functional study based on the shared genetic loci for 

autoimmune diseases to find the noncoding causal loci and genes. In this study, a 

random forest model was used to predict autoimmune causal noncoding variants, 

combining genetic and epigenetic features. A main advantage of the present model 

is that the RF trained on all noncoding pathogenic variants for 21 autoimmune 

diseases from HGMD (HGMD® Professional 2018.2) and ClinVar, two well‑known 

databases of disease-associated variants worldwide, allowing for a complete 

assessment of the damaging impact of shared epigenetic features in different 

autoimmune diseases. 

We found three causal SNPs (rs1800630, rs1799964, and rs4796793) on the 

promoter sites of TNF and STAT3 associated with AD and IBD. The proposed SNPs 

are not significant GWAS associated SNPs (p-value > 5e-08) which can reveal the 

main advantage of our model to distinguish the pathogenic rare SNPs. As future work, 

the causality of the proposed SNPs can be analyzed using biological cell-type 

experiments. Moreover, similar models can be constructed for different types of 

cytokines in autoimmune diseases, which share more similar genes and loci, 

separately to distinguish between causal SNPs in each type of cytokines. 
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Chapter 4. Discussion 
 

 

 

GWAS is one of the existing techniques that have been successful in detecting 

variants correlated with disease. However, the power to detect these variants depends 

on the number of individuals with the specific disease. Thus, for diseases that are 

difficult to collect, the sample size may be insufficient to achieve the desired 

statistical power. On the other hand, GWAS tend to nominate large clusters of SNPs 

in LD, including not only causal variants but also many linked neutral SNPs which 

are not distinguishable by GWAS. Therefore, fine-mapping techniques came to deal 

with this challenge. Furthermore, statistical fine-mapping techniques has a limitation 

to define he rare variants with low minor allele frequencies. For some cases where 

the causal variants have been experimentally validated, they demonstrated to perturb 

binding sites of transcription factors, local chromatin structure or co-factor 

recruitment, ultimately resulting in changes of transcriptional output of the target 

gene(s). However, the new sequencing technologies and computational approaches 

have been developed for prioritizing these variants, unraveling the genetic 

architecture of complex diseases is still a great challenge, particularly identifying 

functionally relevant variants in noncoding regions. In this study, I developed two 

machine learning-based techniques for functional fine-mapping of noncoding risk 

variants using functional features of variants and applied them on amyotrophic 

lateral sclerosis, atopic dermatitis and inflammatory bowel diseases. 

In the first study, the proposed method led to a discovery of two putative ALS genes, 

CX3CR1 and TNFAIP1, and corresponding noncoding SNPs. The eQTL analysis 
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showed SNPs rs2370964 and rs3093720 may confer the risk of ４３ ALS through 

affecting CX3CR1 and TNFAIP1 expression. Both rs2370964 and rs3093720 are in 

the strong LD with GWAS tag-SNPs, and it provided additional evidence that 

supports rs2523593 being an SNP that confers a prominent risk for ALS. Our 

integrative analysis and gene expression results provide convergent lines of evidence 

that support the potential involvement of CX3CR1 and TNFAIP1 in ALS. 

In the second study, three causal SNPs (rs1800630, rs1799964, and rs4796793) were 

detected on the promoter sites of TNF and STAT3 associated with AD and IBD. 

Moreover, according the literature, the risk alleles in both rs1800630 and rs1799964 

increased the expression of TNF which is in the same direction with increasing the 

expression level of TNF to cause of disease in AD and IBD patients. 

In this study, I get closer to clearly defining the causal variants and confidently 

declaring the genes as those implicated as causal variants in ALS, AD and IBD; 

however, more work is needed to investigate the exact role of the proposed genes in 

the pathogenesis of diseases. Finally, further experimental strategies are necessary in 

order to effectively detect the potentially minuscule impact of proposed functional 

SNPs on putative risk genes. 
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Chapter 5. Conclusion 
 

 

The vast majority of previously defined variants are located in noncoding 

regions, making direct interpretation of their functional effects challenging. For some 

cases where the causal variants have been experimentally validated, they 

demonstrated to perturb binding sites of transcription factors, local chromatin 

structure or co-factor recruitment, ultimately resulting in changes of transcriptional 

output of the target gene(s). However, the new sequencing technologies and 

computational approaches have been developed for prioritizing these variants, 

unraveling the genetic architecture of complex diseases is still a great challenge, 

particularly identifying functionally relevant variants in noncoding regions. 

In this study, given marginal statistics from GWAS, I predict actual causal 

SNP(s) on the basis of their functional features using machine learning techniques. 

In the first study, the CNN model with uncertain class labels was trained on the 

constructed association blocks on the GWAS meta-analysis data for ALS. Secondly, 

the random forest model applied to the genetic and epigenetic features of all the 

pathogenic variants for 21 autoimmune diseases extracted from HGMD and ClinVar 

databases. In addition, this study has demonstrated two new risk variants associated 

with the expression level of CX3CR1 and TNFAIP1, are fine-mapped for ALS, and 

three risk variants on the promoter sites of TNF and STAT3 associated with AD and 

IBD. These results may provide new insights for ALS, AD and IBD pathogenesis, 

and the proposed research methodologies can be applied for other complex diseases 

as well. 
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Appendix 1. List of the more probable predicted causal SNPs and genes for ALS. 

 

SNP Information Gene Information 

Chromosome Position 

(GRCh37) 

Chromosome Start Position End Position Gene Name 

chr1 161186217 chr1 161182086 161189038 FCER1G 

chr1 161226825 chr1 161225516 161255240 PCP4L1 

chr1 161227814 chr1 161225516 161255240 PCP4L1 

chr1 181002479 chr1 180999560 181031074 MR1 

chr1 181002748 chr1 180999560 181031074 MR1 

chr1 181003340 chr1 180999560 181031074 MR1 

chr1 181005024 chr1 180999560 181031074 MR1 

chr1 181005093 chr1 180999560 181031074 MR1 

chr1 181011913 chr1 180999560 181031074 MR1 

chr1 181012229 chr1 180999560 181031074 MR1 

chr1 181012472 chr1 180999560 181031074 MR1 

chr1 181012706 chr1 180999560 181031074 MR1 

chr1 181012708 chr1 180999560 181031074 MR1 

chr1 181012797 chr1 180999560 181031074 MR1 

chr1 181012971 chr1 180999560 181031074 MR1 

chr1 181014239 chr1 180999560 181031074 MR1 

chr1 20396674 chr1 20393700 20418394 PLA2G5 

chr1 204912765 chr1 204910353 204991950 NFASC 

chr1 204912765 chr1 204794781 204946274 NFASC 

chr1 204912765 chr1 204794781 204991950 NFASC 

chr1 204912843 chr1 204910353 204991950 NFASC 

chr1 204912843 chr1 204794781 204946274 NFASC 

chr1 204912843 chr1 204794781 204991950 NFASC 



 

 ８１ 

chr1 204913271 chr1 204910353 204991950 NFASC 

chr1 204913271 chr1 204794781 204946274 NFASC 

chr1 204913271 chr1 204794781 204991950 NFASC 

chr1 204914642 chr1 204910353 204991950 NFASC 

chr1 204914642 chr1 204794781 204946274 NFASC 

chr1 204914642 chr1 204794781 204991950 NFASC 

chr1 204915939 chr1 204910353 204991950 NFASC 

chr1 204915939 chr1 204794781 204946274 NFASC 

chr1 204915939 chr1 204794781 204991950 NFASC 

chr1 233287771 chr1 233119881 233434459 PCNX2 

chr1 237472001 chr1 237202701 237997288 RYR2 

chr1 237472989 chr1 237202701 237997288 RYR2 

chr1 237473005 chr1 237202701 237997288 RYR2 

chr1 237473061 chr1 237202701 237997288 RYR2 

chr1 237473273 chr1 237202701 237997288 RYR2 

chr1 237473308 chr1 237202701 237997288 RYR2 

chr1 237473376 chr1 237202701 237997288 RYR2 

chr1 237473408 chr1 237202701 237997288 RYR2 

chr1 237473476 chr1 237202701 237997288 RYR2 

chr1 241133704 chr1 240938813 241523530 RGS7 

chr1 32132319 chr1 32117847 32172768 COL16A1 

chr1 3513619 chr1 3404505 3531059 MEGF6 

chr1 3678218 chr1 3665964 3688209 CCDC27 

chr1 49075971 chr1 48998526 50492626 AGBL4 

chr1 49076126 chr1 48998526 50492626 AGBL4 

chr1 7155401 chr1 6842383 7829766 CAMTA1 

chr1 7155677 chr1 6842383 7829766 CAMTA1 

chr1 7155815 chr1 6842383 7829766 CAMTA1 



 

 ８２ 

chr1 7155996 chr1 6842383 7829766 CAMTA1 

chr1 86533754 chr1 86194915 86625121 COL24A1 

chr1 89828353 chr1 89826435 89853719 GBP6 

chr10 116639171 chr10 116578502 116659586 FAM160B1 

chr10 123794209 chr10 123745688 124014060 TACC2 

chr10 123794212 chr10 123745688 124014060 TACC2 

chr10 123794217 chr10 123745688 124014060 TACC2 

chr10 133745547 chr10 133744954 133773338 PPP2R2D 

chr10 133745547 chr10 133744959 133773338 PPP2R2D 

chr10 133745720 chr10 133744954 133773338 PPP2R2D 

chr10 133745720 chr10 133744959 133773338 PPP2R2D 

chr10 1721069 chr10 1223252 1782670 ADARB2 

chr10 49575627 chr10 49511681 49647402 MAPK8 

chr10 49629485 chr10 49606654 49647402 MAPK8 

chr10 49629485 chr10 49511681 49647402 MAPK8 

chr10 71650374 chr10 71558643 71718904 COL13A1 

chr11 121340870 chr11 121319911 121504471 SORL1 

chr11 129699027 chr11 129682675 129729406 TMEM45B 

chr11 130332263 chr11 130315868 130346540 ADAMTS15 

chr11 34460704 chr11 34457471 34493607 CAT 

chr11 44233968 chr11 44114098 44266980 EXT2 

chr11 44233968 chr11 44114746 44266980 EXT2 

chr11 77790655 chr11 77726760 77794265 NDUFC2-

KCTD14 

chr11 77790655 chr11 77779392 77794265 NDUFC2 

chr12 112036797 chr12 111890017 112040477 ATXN2 

chr12 112036797 chr12 111890017 112040480 ATXN2 

chr12 119631086 chr12 119613594 119632551 HSPB8 



 

 ８３ 

chr12 121163051 chr12 121160540 121177811 ACADS 

chr12 12550640 chr12 12507012 12624155 BORCS5 

chr12 99216036 chr12 99128568 99291674 ANKS1B 

chr12 99216036 chr12 99128568 99551577 ANKS1B 

chr12 99216036 chr12 99137751 99551868 ANKS1B 

chr12 99216036 chr12 99137751 99551645 ANKS1B 

chr12 99216036 chr12 99137751 99551577 ANKS1B 

chr12 99216036 chr12 99137751 99291674 ANKS1B 

chr12 99216036 chr12 99128568 100381432 ANKS1B 

chr13 108084429 chr13 107820878 108522460 FAM155A 

chr13 113097521 chr13 113096800 113099000 TUBGCP3 

chr13 113097521 chr13 113096800 113099000 SPACA7 

chr13 113097522 chr13 113096800 113099000 TUBGCP3 

chr13 113097522 chr13 113096800 113099000 SPACA7 

chr13 29662667 chr13 29595747 30080084 MTUS2 

chr13 67486402 chr13 66876965 67807468 PCDH9 

chr14 31091758 chr14 31088459 31205033 SCFD1 

chr14 31091758 chr14 31088524 31205033 SCFD1 

chr14 31093835 chr14 31088459 31205033 SCFD1 

chr14 31093835 chr14 31088524 31205033 SCFD1 

chr14 31093979 chr14 31088459 31205033 SCFD1 

chr14 31093979 chr14 31088524 31205033 SCFD1 

chr14 31199109 chr14 31088459 31205033 SCFD1 

chr14 31199109 chr14 31088524 31205033 SCFD1 

chr14 32175365 chr14 32027590 32330429 NUBPL 

chr14 32175365 chr14 32044121 32330429 NUBPL 

chr14 61870380 chr14 61785160 62017698 PRKCH 

chr14 92540381 chr14 92524895 92575965 ATXN3 



 

 ８４ 

chr14 92557801 chr14 92524895 92575965 ATXN3 

chr14 95899477 chr14 95873603 95945173 SYNE3 

chr15 83733001 chr15 83685180 83739106 BTBD1 

chr15 83735926 chr15 83685180 83739106 BTBD1 

chr15 86769816 chr15 86620038 87572283 AGBL1 

chr15 92487467 chr15 92393937 92715665 SLCO3A1 

chr15 92487467 chr15 92393937 92709137 SLCO3A1 

chr15 92487978 chr15 92393937 92715665 SLCO3A1 

chr15 92487978 chr15 92393937 92709137 SLCO3A1 

chr16 328365 chr16 318299 328943 RGS11 

chr16 328365 chr16 327605 333003 ARHGDIG 

chr16 7140009 chr16 6066131 7763340 RBFOX1 

chr16 7140009 chr16 6066703 7759783 RBFOX1 

chr16 7140009 chr16 6820809 7763340 RBFOX1 

chr16 75274980 chr16 75262927 75275980 BCAR1 

chr16 75274980 chr16 75262927 75285224 BCAR1 

chr16 75274980 chr16 75262927 75288526 BCAR1 

chr16 75274980 chr16 75262927 75302846 BCAR1 

chr16 75274980 chr16 75262927 75302905 BCAR1 

chr16 75274980 chr16 75262927 75303707 BCAR1 

chr16 75274980 chr16 75262927 75304951 BCAR1 

chr16 75300248 chr16 75262927 75302846 BCAR1 

chr16 75300248 chr16 75262927 75302905 BCAR1 

chr16 75300248 chr16 75262927 75303707 BCAR1 

chr16 75300248 chr16 75262927 75304951 BCAR1 

chr16 75301279 chr16 75262927 75302846 BCAR1 

chr16 75301279 chr16 75262927 75302905 BCAR1 

chr16 75301279 chr16 75262927 75303707 BCAR1 



 

 ８５ 

chr16 75301279 chr16 75262927 75304951 BCAR1 

chr16 81151163 chr16 81134483 81217967 PKD1L2 

chr16 81151163 chr16 81134483 81256975 PKD1L2 

chr17 11710731 chr17 11498747 11873065 DNAH9 

chr17 853133 chr17 702552 885998 NXN 

chr17 15397347 chr17 15339331 15469945 TVP23C-CDRT4 

chr17 26665768 chr17 26659547 26674035 TNFAIP1 

chr17 34842521 chr17 34839470 34855154 ZNHIT3 

chr17 34842521 chr17 34839470 34851665 ZNHIT3 

chr17 34949598 chr17 34945225 34957233 DHRS11 

chr17 40118602 chr17 40115758 40129754 CNP 

chr17 40118602 chr17 40116735 40129758 CNP 

chr17 44270496 chr17 44107281 44273166 KANSL1 

chr17 44270496 chr17 44107281 44273272 KANSL1 

chr17 44270496 chr17 44107281 44305740 KANSL1 

chr17 5370822 chr17 5344231 5375380 DHX33 

chr17 5372807 chr17 5372600 5373600 C1QBP 

chr17 5372807 chr17 5372600 5373600 DERL2 

chr17 5372807 chr17 5372600 5373600 MIS12 

chr17 5372807 chr17 5344231 5375380 DHX33 

chr17 5390998 chr17 5374570 5392550 DERL2 

chr17 5390998 chr17 5386693 5394130 MIS12 

chr17 5390998 chr17 5387212 5394130 MIS12 

chr17 55748611 chr17 55330211 55762050 MSI2 

chr17 55748611 chr17 55330930 55762050 MSI2 

chr17 73828903 chr17 73823307 73843798 UNC13D 

chr17 76394449 chr17 76371698 76420740 PGS1 

chr17 9144411 chr17 8921858 9147317 NTN1 



 

 ８６ 

chr18 12516082 chr18 12446510 12659731 SPIRE1 

chr18 12516082 chr18 12446510 12660912 SPIRE1 

chr18 67201917 chr18 67065283 67516322 DOK6 

chr18 70359967 chr18 70359000 70361200 NETO1 

chr18 70359967 chr18 70359000 70361200 CBLN2 

chr18 72211186 chr18 72198691 72252261 CNDP1 

chr19 14606710 chr19 14588570 14609961 GIPC1 

chr19 14655812 chr19 14637371 14676792 TECR 

chr19 14655812 chr19 14637378 14676792 TECR 

chr19 17744075 chr19 17712136 17802008 UNC13A 

chr19 2599063 chr19 2511217 2705746 GNG7 

chr19 344299 chr19 344200 346000 SHC2 

chr19 344299 chr19 344200 346000 THEG 

chr19 344299 chr19 344200 346000 C2CD4C 

chr19 344299 chr19 305574 347841 MIER2 

chr2 113693795 chr2 113693400 113695800 IL1B 

chr2 113693795 chr2 113693400 113695800 IL36B 

chr2 113693795 chr2 113693400 113695800 IL36G 

chr2 113693795 chr2 113693400 113695800 IL36RN 

chr2 113693795 chr2 113693400 113695800 IL37 

chr2 113693825 chr2 113693400 113695800 IL1B 

chr2 113693825 chr2 113693400 113695800 IL36B 

chr2 113693825 chr2 113693400 113695800 IL36G 

chr2 113693825 chr2 113693400 113695800 IL36RN 

chr2 113693825 chr2 113693400 113695800 IL37 

chr2 113694145 chr2 113693400 113695800 IL1B 

chr2 113694145 chr2 113693400 113695800 IL36B 

chr2 113694145 chr2 113693400 113695800 IL36G 



 

 ８７ 

chr2 113694145 chr2 113693400 113695800 IL36RN 

chr2 113694145 chr2 113693400 113695800 IL37 

chr2 113694235 chr2 113693400 113695800 IL1B 

chr2 113694235 chr2 113693400 113695800 IL36B 

chr2 113694235 chr2 113693400 113695800 IL36G 

chr2 113694235 chr2 113693400 113695800 IL36RN 

chr2 113694235 chr2 113693400 113695800 IL37 

chr2 113694269 chr2 113693400 113695800 IL1B 

chr2 113694269 chr2 113693400 113695800 IL36B 

chr2 113694269 chr2 113693400 113695800 IL36G 

chr2 113694269 chr2 113693400 113695800 IL36RN 

chr2 113694269 chr2 113693400 113695800 IL37 

chr2 113694568 chr2 113693400 113695800 IL1B 

chr2 113694568 chr2 113693400 113695800 IL36B 

chr2 113694568 chr2 113693400 113695800 IL36G 

chr2 113694568 chr2 113693400 113695800 IL36RN 

chr2 113694568 chr2 113693400 113695800 IL37 

chr2 113695341 chr2 113693400 113695800 IL1B 

chr2 113695341 chr2 113693400 113695800 IL36B 

chr2 113695341 chr2 113693400 113695800 IL36G 

chr2 113695341 chr2 113693400 113695800 IL36RN 

chr2 113695341 chr2 113693400 113695800 IL37 

chr2 113695359 chr2 113693400 113695800 IL1B 

chr2 113695359 chr2 113693400 113695800 IL36B 

chr2 113695359 chr2 113693400 113695800 IL36G 

chr2 113695359 chr2 113693400 113695800 IL36RN 

chr2 113695359 chr2 113693400 113695800 IL37 

chr2 113714944 chr2 113714800 113717200 IL36G 



 

 ８８ 

chr2 113714944 chr2 113714800 113717200 IL37 

chr2 113714944 chr2 113714800 113717200 IL36RN 

chr2 113714944 chr2 113714800 113717200 IL36A 

chr2 113714944 chr2 113714800 113717200 IL36B 

chr2 113714944 chr2 113714800 113717200 IL1B 

chr2 128645618 chr2 128619206 128646514 AMMECR1L 

chr2 128659318 chr2 128657200 128659600 AMMECR1L 

chr2 128659318 chr2 128657200 128659600 LIMS2 

chr2 138404751 chr2 137520131 138435282 THSD7B 

chr2 144503445 chr2 143883898 144525921 ARHGAP15 

chr2 163380772 chr2 163227916 163698257 KCNH7 

chr2 163380772 chr2 163279756 163698257 KCNH7 

chr2 169764176 chr2 169754749 169766510 G6PC2 

chr2 171077310 chr2 171031654 171511674 MYO3B 

chr2 180420615 chr2 180306710 180430315 ZNF385B 

chr2 180420615 chr2 180306710 180453633 ZNF385B 

chr2 180420615 chr2 180306710 180613769 ZNF385B 

chr2 180420615 chr2 180306710 180729232 ZNF385B 

chr2 203019766 chr2 202934975 203069924 KIAA2012 

chr2 46274248 chr2 45876042 46415129 PRKCE 

chr2 86299122 chr2 86251568 86336278 POLR1A 

chr20 14825787 chr20 13973145 16033841 MACROD2 

chr20 35030426 chr20 34891244 35157040 DLGAP4 

chr20 35030448 chr20 34891244 35157040 DLGAP4 

chr20 62540473 chr20 62523454 62567384 DNAJC5 

chr21 39752673 chr21 39739182 40036704 ERG 

chr21 39752673 chr21 39751949 39873428 ERG 

chr21 39752673 chr21 39751949 40036704 ERG 



 

 ８９ 

chr21 39752673 chr21 39751949 39959869 ERG 

chr21 39752673 chr21 39751949 40035591 ERG 

chr22 41487218 chr22 41485613 41576081 EP300 

chr22 41613188 chr22 41598312 41627275 L3MBTL2 

chr22 41613303 chr22 41598312 41627275 L3MBTL2 

chr22 44392658 chr22 44392090 44565112 PARVB 

chr22 45560731 chr22 45556725 45583890 NUP50 

chr22 45560731 chr22 45557551 45583890 NUP50 

chr3 111330061 chr3 111257925 111371206 CD96 

chr3 122477858 chr3 122458843 122515666 HSPBAP1 

chr3 122477858 chr3 122458843 122515674 HSPBAP1 

chr3 150128392 chr3 150123121 150177905 TSC22D2 

chr3 150134451 chr3 150123121 150177905 TSC22D2 

chr3 150470721 chr3 150458909 150484263 SIAH2 

chr3 191095793 chr3 191043873 191116459 CCDC50 

chr3 191095959 chr3 191043873 191116459 CCDC50 

chr3 19988108 chr3 19985571 20026667 RAB5A 

chr3 19988108 chr3 19920965 19991517 EFHB 

chr3 37949176 chr3 37900668 38025960 CTDSPL 

chr3 37954050 chr3 37900668 38025960 CTDSPL 

chr3 37960045 chr3 37900668 38025960 CTDSPL 

chr3 37960151 chr3 37900668 38025960 CTDSPL 

chr3 37961376 chr3 37900668 38025960 CTDSPL 

chr3 37961683 chr3 37900668 38025960 CTDSPL 

chr3 37962690 chr3 37900668 38025960 CTDSPL 

chr3 37965193 chr3 37900668 38025960 CTDSPL 

chr3 37966079 chr3 37900668 38025960 CTDSPL 

chr3 37966515 chr3 37900668 38025960 CTDSPL 



 

 ９０ 

chr3 37966945 chr3 37900668 38025960 CTDSPL 

chr3 37969001 chr3 37900668 38025960 CTDSPL 

chr3 37969125 chr3 37900668 38025960 CTDSPL 

chr3 37969127 chr3 37900668 38025960 CTDSPL 

chr3 37972794 chr3 37900668 38025960 CTDSPL 

chr3 37973595 chr3 37900668 38025960 CTDSPL 

chr3 37977417 chr3 37900668 38025960 CTDSPL 

chr3 39490061 chr3 39488000 39490400 CX3CR1 

chr3 39490061 chr3 39488000 39490400 MOBP 

chr3 39526874 chr3 39506063 39557494 MOBP 

chr3 48731450 chr3 48725435 48757711 IP6K2 

chr3 48731450 chr3 48730883 48757711 IP6K2 

chr3 50428478 chr3 50400043 50544028 CACNA2D2 

chr3 50428478 chr3 50400043 50544675 CACNA2D2 

chr3 59804258 chr3 59733003 60069853 FHIT 

chr3 59804258 chr3 59733003 61240135 FHIT 

chr3 71353980 chr3 71003864 71636140 FOXP1 

chr3 71353980 chr3 71003864 71635904 FOXP1 

chr3 71353980 chr3 71003864 71595708 FOXP1 

chr3 71353980 chr3 71003864 71356911 FOXP1 

chr3 71353980 chr3 71247033 71636140 FOXP1 

chr3 71354427 chr3 71003864 71636140 FOXP1 

chr3 71354427 chr3 71003864 71635904 FOXP1 

chr3 71354427 chr3 71003864 71595708 FOXP1 

chr3 71354427 chr3 71003864 71356911 FOXP1 

chr3 71354427 chr3 71247033 71636140 FOXP1 

chr3 71359754 chr3 71003864 71636140 FOXP1 

chr3 71359754 chr3 71003864 71635904 FOXP1 



 

 ９１ 

chr3 71359754 chr3 71003864 71595708 FOXP1 

chr3 71359754 chr3 71247033 71636140 FOXP1 

chr3 71360009 chr3 71003864 71636140 FOXP1 

chr3 71360009 chr3 71003864 71635904 FOXP1 

chr3 71360009 chr3 71003864 71595708 FOXP1 

chr3 71360009 chr3 71247033 71636140 FOXP1 

chr4 100243009 chr4 100227543 100245599 ADH1B 

chr4 134075126 chr4 134067444 134115765 PCDH10 

chr4 134075932 chr4 134067444 134115765 PCDH10 

chr4 167964867 chr4 167654535 168158577 SPOCK3 

chr4 167964867 chr4 167654535 168158741 SPOCK3 

chr4 167964867 chr4 167675236 168158741 SPOCK3 

chr4 169596511 chr4 169415216 169849608 PALLD 

chr4 169596511 chr4 169549767 169849608 PALLD 

chr4 170534428 chr4 170534400 170536000 C4orf27 

chr4 170534428 chr4 170534400 170536000 CLCN3 

chr4 170534428 chr4 170534400 170536000 NEK1 

chr4 170534428 chr4 170314420 170536778 NEK1 

chr4 170583157 chr4 170538671 170644338 CLCN3 

chr4 170583157 chr4 170578212 170644338 CLCN3 

chr4 2329785 chr4 2271323 2369604 ZFYVE28 

chr4 2329785 chr4 2271323 2423370 ZFYVE28 

chr4 2808899 chr4 2791749 2842823 SH3BP2 

chr4 2809608 chr4 2791749 2842823 SH3BP2 

chr4 1164508 chr4 1160720 1169999 SPON2 

chr4 1164508 chr4 1160720 1169657 SPON2 

chr4 1164508 chr4 1160720 1205750 SPON2 

chr4 8110929 chr4 7967036 8163559 ABLIM2 



 

 ９２ 

chr4 8110929 chr4 8008747 8163559 ABLIM2 

chr4 8110981 chr4 7967036 8163559 ABLIM2 

chr4 8110981 chr4 8008747 8163559 ABLIM2 

chr4 8112106 chr4 7967036 8163559 ABLIM2 

chr4 8112106 chr4 8008747 8163559 ABLIM2 

chr4 8116134 chr4 7967036 8163559 ABLIM2 

chr4 8116134 chr4 8008747 8163559 ABLIM2 

chr4 94676475 chr4 93222549 94695706 GRID2 

chr5 10252578 chr5 10225619 10253021 FAM173B 

chr5 10252578 chr5 10247032 10266524 CCT5 

chr5 10252578 chr5 10247648 10266524 CCT5 

chr5 10290377 chr5 10277706 10311168 CMBL 

chr5 10301616 chr5 10277706 10311168 CMBL 

chr5 112582711 chr5 112357795 112633612 MCC 

chr5 112582711 chr5 112357795 112827527 MCC 

chr5 112582712 chr5 112357795 112633612 MCC 

chr5 112582712 chr5 112357795 112827527 MCC 

chr5 112582713 chr5 112357795 112633612 MCC 

chr5 112582713 chr5 112357795 112827527 MCC 

chr5 112582741 chr5 112357795 112633612 MCC 

chr5 112582741 chr5 112357795 112827527 MCC 

chr5 114630549 chr5 114630000 114631600 CCDC112 

chr5 114630549 chr5 114630000 114631600 PGGT1B 

chr5 114630549 chr5 114630000 114631600 TRIM36 

chr5 114630549 chr5 114602884 114634987 CCDC112 

chr5 114630549 chr5 114602884 114635458 CCDC112 

chr5 126656500 chr5 126623455 126760473 MEGF10 

chr5 126656500 chr5 126623455 126796910 MEGF10 



 

 ９３ 

chr5 132203057 chr5 132203000 132204800 GDF9 

chr5 132203057 chr5 132203000 132204800 ZCCHC10 

chr5 132203057 chr5 132203000 132204800 UQCRQ 

chr5 132203057 chr5 132203000 132204800 SOWAHA 

chr5 132203057 chr5 132203000 132204800 SHROOM1 

chr5 132203057 chr5 132203000 132204800 SEPT8 

chr5 132203057 chr5 132203000 132204800 LEAP2 

chr5 132203057 chr5 132203000 132204800 KIF3A 

chr5 132203057 chr5 132203000 132204800 IL13 

chr5 132203057 chr5 132203000 132204800 CCNI2 

chr5 132203057 chr5 132196873 132205271 GDF9 

chr5 132203057 chr5 132196873 132205576 GDF9 

chr5 132203057 chr5 132196873 132205022 GDF9 

chr5 132203057 chr5 132196873 132204053 GDF9 

chr5 132203057 chr5 132199318 132204536 UQCRQ 

chr5 132561277 chr5 132532151 132951223 FSTL4 

chr5 133983326 chr5 133981474 134029388 SEC24A 

chr5 133983326 chr5 133981474 134063601 SEC24A 

chr5 136958986 chr5 136953188 137045116 KLHL3 

chr5 136958986 chr5 136953188 137059999 KLHL3 

chr5 136958986 chr5 136953188 137074779 KLHL3 

chr5 150401796 chr5 150396972 150408554 GPX3 

chr5 150401891 chr5 150396972 150408554 GPX3 

chr5 150402334 chr5 150396972 150408554 GPX3 

chr5 150402570 chr5 150396972 150408554 GPX3 

chr5 150402940 chr5 150396972 150408554 GPX3 

chr5 150403011 chr5 150396972 150408554 GPX3 

chr5 150404096 chr5 150396972 150408554 GPX3 



 

 ９４ 

chr5 150407456 chr5 150396972 150408554 GPX3 

chr5 150410835 chr5 150409503 150447692 TNIP1 

chr5 150410835 chr5 150409503 150463645 TNIP1 

chr5 150410835 chr5 150409503 150463649 TNIP1 

chr5 150410835 chr5 150409503 150469747 TNIP1 

chr5 150410835 chr5 150409503 150470221 TNIP1 

chr5 150420339 chr5 150409503 150447692 TNIP1 

chr5 150420339 chr5 150409503 150463645 TNIP1 

chr5 150420339 chr5 150409503 150463649 TNIP1 

chr5 150420339 chr5 150409503 150469747 TNIP1 

chr5 150420339 chr5 150409503 150470221 TNIP1 

chr5 150435480 chr5 150409503 150447692 TNIP1 

chr5 150435480 chr5 150409503 150463645 TNIP1 

chr5 150435480 chr5 150409503 150463649 TNIP1 

chr5 150435480 chr5 150409503 150469747 TNIP1 

chr5 150435480 chr5 150409503 150470221 TNIP1 

chr5 150456677 chr5 150409503 150463645 TNIP1 

chr5 150456677 chr5 150409503 150463649 TNIP1 

chr5 150456677 chr5 150409503 150469747 TNIP1 

chr5 150456677 chr5 150409503 150470221 TNIP1 

chr5 169400394 chr5 169061250 169510386 DOCK2 

chr5 169400394 chr5 169288309 169410761 FAM196B 

chr5 172347823 chr5 172258222 172379688 ERGIC1 

chr5 172347903 chr5 172258222 172379688 ERGIC1 

chr5 172355843 chr5 172258222 172379688 ERGIC1 

chr5 179671482 chr5 179660594 179722071 MAPK9 

chr5 179680233 chr5 179660594 179722071 MAPK9 

chr5 179680233 chr5 179673019 179710608 MAPK9 



 

 ９５ 

chr5 179680233 chr5 179673027 179722071 MAPK9 

chr5 179680310 chr5 179660594 179722071 MAPK9 

chr5 179680310 chr5 179673019 179710608 MAPK9 

chr5 179680310 chr5 179673027 179722071 MAPK9 

chr5 179682412 chr5 179660594 179722071 MAPK9 

chr5 179682412 chr5 179673019 179710608 MAPK9 

chr5 179682412 chr5 179673027 179722071 MAPK9 

chr5 179692566 chr5 179660594 179722071 MAPK9 

chr5 179692566 chr5 179673019 179710608 MAPK9 

chr5 179692566 chr5 179673027 179722071 MAPK9 

chr5 179693530 chr5 179660594 179722071 MAPK9 

chr5 179693530 chr5 179673019 179710608 MAPK9 

chr5 179693530 chr5 179673027 179722071 MAPK9 

chr5 179693960 chr5 179660594 179722071 MAPK9 

chr5 179693960 chr5 179673019 179710608 MAPK9 

chr5 179693960 chr5 179673027 179722071 MAPK9 

chr5 45467426 chr5 45255051 45699220 HCN1 

chr5 78726228 chr5 78669646 78812659 HOMER1 

chr5 96112083 chr5 96096513 96146892 ERAP1 

chr5 96112083 chr5 96110187 96146892 ERAP1 

chr5 96112083 chr5 96110187 96152848 ERAP1 

chr6 111794409 chr6 111620233 111807918 REV3L 

chr6 116970581 chr6 116956780 116992973 ZUFSP 

chr6 145130276 chr6 144609872 145174170 UTRN 

chr6 146869009 chr6 146861827 146876092 RAB32 

chr6 162338889 chr6 161768589 163151834 PRKN 

chr6 31080099 chr6 31078999 31083332 C6orf15 

chr6 31080099 chr6 31079607 31107869 PSORS1C1 



 

 ９６ 

chr6 33990447 chr6 33988600 33991000 MLN 

chr6 33990447 chr6 33988600 33991000 GRM4 

chr6 33990447 chr6 33986419 34076759 GRM4 

chr6 33990447 chr6 33986419 34081540 GRM4 

chr6 33990447 chr6 33986419 34116914 GRM4 

chr6 33990447 chr6 33986419 34126399 GRM4 

chr6 42219296 chr6 42192670 42422789 TRERF1 

chr6 42220351 chr6 42192670 42422789 TRERF1 

chr6 42220472 chr6 42192670 42422789 TRERF1 

chr6 78502280 chr6 78356990 78636759 MEI4 

chr6 78502280 chr6 78359770 78636759 MEI4 

chr6 83775201 chr6 83774384 83878190 DOPEY1 

chr6 83775201 chr6 83602116 83778560 UBE3D 

chr7 128695983 chr7 128594233 128698227 TNPO3 

chr7 128695983 chr7 128695600 128697000 TSPAN33 

chr7 128695983 chr7 128695600 128697000 TNPO3 

chr7 133137753 chr7 132934822 133168946 EXOC4 

chr7 133137753 chr7 132934822 133750513 EXOC4 

chr7 137561465 chr7 137559724 137620734 CREB3L2 

chr7 137561465 chr7 137559724 137689847 CREB3L2 

chr7 137561818 chr7 137559724 137620734 CREB3L2 

chr7 137561818 chr7 137559724 137689847 CREB3L2 

chr7 137562021 chr7 137559724 137620734 CREB3L2 

chr7 137562021 chr7 137559724 137689847 CREB3L2 

chr7 1099422 chr7 1036621 1180893 C7orf50 

chr7 1099422 chr7 1036622 1180893 C7orf50 

chr7 1099436 chr7 1036621 1180893 C7orf50 

chr7 1099436 chr7 1036622 1180893 C7orf50 



 

 ９７ 

chr7 1099450 chr7 1036621 1180893 C7orf50 

chr7 1099450 chr7 1036622 1180893 C7orf50 

chr7 1099454 chr7 1036621 1180893 C7orf50 

chr7 1099454 chr7 1036622 1180893 C7orf50 

chr7 141163027 chr7 140771031 141180179 TMEM178B 

chr7 141164687 chr7 140771031 141180179 TMEM178B 

chr7 22366067 chr7 22157907 22399533 RAPGEF5 

chr7 37448471 chr7 36892510 37491929 ELMO1 

chr7 37448471 chr7 36892510 37491555 ELMO1 

chr7 37450318 chr7 36892510 37491929 ELMO1 

chr7 37450318 chr7 36892510 37491555 ELMO1 

chr7 37461190 chr7 36892510 37491929 ELMO1 

chr7 37461190 chr7 36892510 37491555 ELMO1 

chr7 37461209 chr7 36892510 37491929 ELMO1 

chr7 37461209 chr7 36892510 37491555 ELMO1 

chr7 5230956 chr7 5226834 5273486 WIPI2 

chr7 55123968 chr7 55083713 55275773 EGFR 

chr7 55123968 chr7 55083713 55270769 EGFR 

chr7 55123968 chr7 55083724 55238738 EGFR 

chr7 55123968 chr7 55083724 55236328 EGFR 

chr7 55123968 chr7 55083724 55224644 EGFR 

chr7 55124319 chr7 55083713 55275773 EGFR 

chr7 55124319 chr7 55083713 55270769 EGFR 

chr7 55124319 chr7 55083724 55238738 EGFR 

chr7 55124319 chr7 55083724 55236328 EGFR 

chr7 55124319 chr7 55083724 55224644 EGFR 

chr7 55131064 chr7 55083713 55275773 EGFR 

chr7 55131064 chr7 55083713 55270769 EGFR 



 

 ９８ 

chr7 55131064 chr7 55083724 55238738 EGFR 

chr7 55131064 chr7 55083724 55236328 EGFR 

chr7 55131064 chr7 55083724 55224644 EGFR 

chr7 64256083 chr7 64251765 64294059 ZNF138 

chr7 64263230 chr7 64251765 64294059 ZNF138 

chr7 81757767 chr7 81575759 82076122 CACNA2D1 

chr7 81757767 chr7 81679651 82076122 CACNA2D1 

chr7 81757768 chr7 81575759 82076122 CACNA2D1 

chr7 81757768 chr7 81679651 82076122 CACNA2D1 

chr7 92042968 chr7 92041863 92069628 LOC105375396 

chr8 10255901 chr8 9908778 10286401 MSRA 

chr8 10255901 chr8 9950061 10286401 MSRA 

chr8 10256054 chr8 9908778 10286401 MSRA 

chr8 10256054 chr8 9950061 10286401 MSRA 

chr8 11547150 chr8 11531427 11617511 GATA4 

chr8 11547620 chr8 11531427 11617511 GATA4 

chr8 11547971 chr8 11531427 11617511 GATA4 

chr8 143384727 chr8 143293440 143487610 TSNARE1 

chr8 143384727 chr8 143350822 143487610 TSNARE1 

chr9 132695106 chr9 132649465 132808473 FNBP1 

chr9 19084405 chr9 19053134 19105940 HAUS6 

chr9 25681709 chr9 25676386 25681856 TUSC1 

chr9 25681709 chr9 25680400 25682600 TUSC1 

chr9 27574515 chr9 27574400 27575200 C9orf72 

chr9 27574515 chr9 27574400 27575200 IFNK 

chr9 27574515 chr9 27574400 27575200 MOB3B 

chr9 27574515 chr9 27546543 27576491 C9orf72 

chr9 27574515 chr9 27546543 27576864 C9orf72 



 

 ９９ 

chr9 27574515 chr9 27560421 27576864 C9orf72 

chr9 34049779 chr9 34049600 34050800 UBAP2 

chr9 34049779 chr9 33921690 34051947 UBAP2 

chr9 72496739 chr9 72432720 72521151 C9orf135 

chr9 97770527 chr9 97518930 97849500 C9orf3 

chr9 97770527 chr9 97485950 97849500 C9orf3 

chr9 97777531 chr9 97518930 97849500 C9orf3 

chr9 97777531 chr9 97485950 97849500 C9orf3 

chr9 97780363 chr9 97518930 97849500 C9orf3 

chr9 97780363 chr9 97485950 97849500 C9orf3 

chr9 97832219 chr9 97518930 97849500 C9orf3 

chr9 97832219 chr9 97485950 97849500 C9orf3 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 １００ 

Abstract in Korean 

 
최근 대규모 전장 유전체 상관성 분석 (genome-wide association studies, 

GWAS) 은 다른 질병의 위험에 관여할 수도 있는 공통 유전 변이의 발견에 이바지

하였다. 그러나 비암호화 영역에서 위험 변이체를 찾아내고 그 기저 생물학적 메커

니즘을 파악하는 것은 여전히 해결되지 않은 중요한 과제이다. 또한 대다수의 GWAS 

시그널을 구성하는 비암호화 질병 변이체의 해석은 하플로타입 (haplotype) 구조와 

비암호화 요소의 작용 메커니즘 및 그 생리학적 기능에 대한 부족한 이해로 인해 아

직 해결되지 않은 중요한 난관이다. 본 논문에서는 근위축성 측색 경화증 

(Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis, ALS) 과 자가 면역 질환에 연관된 기능적 비암

호화 변이를 분석하기 위해 두 가지 방법론을 제시한다. 첫번째로 후성 유전학적 특

성에 기반한 대규모 ALS GWAS 메타 분석 데이터 세트를 해석하는 Convolutional 

Neural Network (CNN) 모델을 구성하였다. 두번째로 자가 면역 질환에 관련된 비

암호화 원인 변이체를 발견하기 위해 고밀도 유전자형 분석과 후성 유전체 데이터

를 결합하는 random forest 모델을 사용하였다. 이 방법론을 이용하여 후보 물질을 

여과하고 우선 순위를 정한 후, 3번과 17 번 염색체에서 ALS 와 연관된 2 개의 새

로운 위험 변이체인 rs2370964와 rs3093720을 발견하였다. 추가 분석을 통해 이 

다형성이 CX3CR1, TNFAIP1 의 발현 수준과 관련이 있음을 밝혀냈다. 또한 일부 

자가 면역 질환에서 공유되는 두 개의 유전자인 TNF, STAT3 유전자의 상류영역 

부위에서 3 개의 단일 염기 다형성 (rs1800630, rs1799964, rs4796793) 을 발견

하였으며 이러한 변이가 TNF, STAT3 발현 수준에 어떻게 영향을 미치는 가를 보

였다. 본 논문에서 제안된 방법론은 다른 복잡한 질환에도 적용될 수 있으며 본 논

문에서 발견된 결과는 ALS, 아토피성 피부염 및 염증성 장질환의 발병 기전에 새로

운 측면을 더할 수 있으리라 판단한다. 
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